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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since 1789, the Saint Louis Cemeteries have been an integral part of the culture
and history of the city of New Orleans. Cultural influences originating from Spain and
France can be seen throughout the city in its traditions, architecture, and significantly in
its cemeteries.
As the city’s culture has evolved, and during their 225 year history, the Saint Louis
Cemeteries have been subjected to the ravages of time, an often harsh climate, flooding,
neglect, vandalism, and even destruction to make room for housing. Still, these elegant
tombs of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries remain symbols of the culture and
history found in New Orleans.
Today, the Saint Louis Cemeteries still feel the impact of these ongoing problems,
some of which have become worse over time. The questions this thesis seeks to answer
are: what is their value, what are the most serious threats to these cemeteries, and how
can the long-term future preservation and cultural viability of the Saint Louis Cemeteries
be ensured?

Overview
In 2012 the city of New Orleans welcomed just over nine million visitors.
Whether in New Orleans for business or pleasure, most of these visitors take the time to
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go to the city’s French Quarter. Located just on the edge of the French Quarter is Saint
Louis Cemetery # 1. Saint Louis Cemetery # 1 is one of the most popular tourist sites by
those visiting the French Quarter.
The Saint Louis Cemeteries, a group of three New Orleans cemeteries owned by
the Archdiocese of New Orleans, are an important part of the cultural traditions that
define New Orleans. Saint Louis Cemetery #1 was established in 1789, followed by
Cemetery #2 in 1823, and finally Cemetery #3 in 1854. As Catholic cemeteries, the Saint
Louis Cemeteries were the primary burial places for the eighteenth and nineteenth
century Creole population of New Orleans. The elaborate above-ground mausoleums
highlight the Spanish and French influences in the city (fig.1). This is illustrated by their
similarity to the mausoleums at cemeteries such as Mont Louis Cemetery in Mont Louis,
France, located on the Spain/France border in the Pyrenees Mountains, and Pere Lachaise
Cemetery in Paris (figs. 2-3).

Figure #1: Saint Louis Cemetery #1
Photo by Donna Mann 2014
2

Figure #2: Mont Louis Cemetery, Mont Louis,
France. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Figure #3 – Pere Lachaise Cemetery, Paris, France
Photo by Donna Mann, 2008

Not only are the Saint Louis Cemeteries a representation of the cultural heritage
of New Orleans, but they are an important resource for researchers and genealogists. The
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inscriptions on tombstones give valuable insight into life in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. These cemeteries also are a significant economic resource for the city as a
major tourist attraction. A key objective of this study is to show how the preservation
and continued viability of the Saint Louis Cemeteries benefits the city and community
both culturally and economically.
This thesis includes an analysis of the preservation and viability issues that impact
the Saint Louis Cemeteries and examines how or if these issues are being addressed.
While there is room for new interments in many of the family mausoleums, there is
limited space for the building of new mausoleums. Since new interments are often the
primary source of income for many cemeteries, and the Saint Louis Cemeteries are no
different, the Saint Louis cemeteries must find alternative means to produce sufficient
income for both short-term and long-term maintenance. Only then will they be able to
address the preservation and viability issues impacting their future.
Saint Louis cemetery #1 is approximately half of its original size. In 1795, the
building of Basin Street and a railroad line took up the front portion of the cemetery, with
the area eventually becoming Storyville, the infamous red-light district in New Orleans.
This study explores how the remaining portion of the cemetery ensures its future, how
Cemeteries #2 and #3 can avoid the same fate, and how to better understand how cultural
issues such as the interment of famous/infamous people, area crime rates, location,
tourists, and vandalism effect the viability of the cemeteries.
Although owned and maintained by the same diocese, the three Saint Louis
cemeteries are each in vastly different conditions, with Cemetery #2 being the worst in
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terms of deterioration. The reasons for these differences and how all three cemeteries can
be equally preserved is examined as part of this study.
Also included in the study is an examination of the Lafayette cemeteries, owned
by the city of New Orleans, and whether or not they are more or less successful in the
preservation and viability of these publicly owned cemeteries than the archdiocese, which
owns the Saint Louis cemeteries.

Research Methods
The research methods used in this study are a combination of an analysis of
published literature, interviews, and visits to the Saint Louis Cemeteries for photographic
documentation. The literature resources used are made up of several scholarly journal
articles, web sites of cemetery preservation organizations, and a series of books, which
are listed in the Bibliography.
Interviews with representatives of organizations that are or have been involved
with preservation efforts at New Orleans cemeteries have been recorded and transcribed
for accuracy. The individuals selected are those that have a first-hand knowledge of the
challenges faced by the Saint Louis Cemeteries on a daily basis. Each interview began
with the same set of questions, usually sent to the subject in advance of the interview so
that any answers that needed to be researched could be completed before the interview
took place. Based on the answers to the questions posed, additional questions were added
during the interview to obtain more in-depth information as needed.
The interviews included questions about what the subjects feel are the important
issues and challenges facing the cemeteries, and what steps, if any, are being taken, or
5

should be taken, to address these issues. For example, as of March 1, 2015, with the
exception of family members of those interred or researchers with a permit, visitors to
Saint Louis Cemetery #1 can only access the cemetery with a licensed tour guide that has
obtained a permit from the archdiocese of New Orleans. What prompted this change?
How is it enforced? Has this new policy made a difference?
Those interviews included representatives from the Archdiocese of New Orleans
(owner of the Saint Louis Cemeteries), The Historic New Orleans Collection (a local
New Orleans museum and research center), the Dead Space Project (a conservation
project conducted by the University of Pennsylvania and Tulane University), and The
City of New Orleans Lafayette Cemetery.
Sherry Peppo, the executive director of the New Orleans Archdiocesan
Cemeteries, was interviewed by phone and answered questions about the Saint Louis
Cemeteries. It was especially important to include an interview with a representative
from the archdiocese to determine preservation policy and practices. The archdiocese
policies were then compared not only to the policies of the New Orleans Lafayette
cemeteries but also to the case studies conducted in other areas of the country with
similar issues.
Interviews with representatives of the Lafayette cemeteries was helpful in
comparing their policies with those of the Saint Louis Cemeteries since they both face the
same issues of climate, tourists, and age deterioration.
The Historic New Orleans Collection was a valuable resource for historical
information on both the private Saint Louis Cemeteries and the public Lafayette
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Cemeteries. This extensive collection includes books on the cemeteries as well as maps
and photographs.
Another important source was The Dead Space Project conducted by the
University of Pennsylvania with Tulane University. One of their objectives is to develop
a model conservation plan through documentation, recordation, and analysis of the
cemetery landscape of Saint Louis Cemetery #1. Part of this project also included the
restoration of several badly damaged tombs.
In addition to the information gathered through interviews and a literature
analysis, the results of my independent study (completed during the spring 2015
semester) on the preservation and viability of historic cemeteries is incorporated into my
findings. Included in the independent study are four case studies used to illustrate how
other cemeteries address similar issues of preservation. These case studies are made up
of a variety of cemetery types. They include Laurel Hill Cemetery (non-denominational,
non-profit) in Philadelphia; Saint Joseph’s Cemetery (Catholic) in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania; Saint Philip’s Church Cemetery (Episcopal) in Charleston, South Carolina;
and the Colonial Park and Bonaventure Cemeteries (public, municipal) in Savannah,
Georgia.
The independent study also includes potential strategies gleaned from the annual
convention of the International Cemetery, Cremation, and Funeral Association, held in
San Antonio, Texas, in April 2015. Seminars at the conference were held on cemetery
viability and the preservation of historic cemeteries.
The information gathered in the literature research and from the interviews is used
to determine how the Saint Louis Cemeteries can be preserved and remain viable. This is
7

done by identifying the problems and determining their causes, as well as developing
solutions, enabling the cemeteries take the steps necessary to ensure their future. The
case studies from the independent study are used to illustrate how other cemeteries
address similar issues. This study results in the development of a plan that will serve as a
model for the long-term preservation, and cultural and economic viability of historic
cemeteries not only in New Orleans but in other parts of the country.

8

CHAPTER II
WHY PRESERVE CEMETERIES?
In nearly all interviews conducted for this thesis, when discussing preservation
policies, whether private, public, or religious, the one common question posed to
cemetery managers or owners by the public was “Why should we spend money on the
dead?” The answers to this question were as varied as the cemeteries themselves. Some
cemetery managers or owners agreed that it does not make sense to spend money on
preservation, instead spending only the minimum required for general maintenance, such
as lawn-care, with no maintenance of grave markers at all. Some cemetery managers or
owners, including those at Saint Philip’s Church Cemetery in Charleston, South Carolina
felt that it is part of a church’s stewardship to preserve its historic cemetery, making
cemetery preservation and maintenance costs part of its annual budget.1 Many felt
somewhere between having no preservation policy and having an extensive preservation
policy.
Historic cemeteries present a unique picture of the past, revealing significant
aspects of history that are often not found in books. Cemeteries are considered historic if
they contain graves that are more than fifty years old, have graves that are historically
significant, and usually, but not always, have limited space for new burials. There are
many reasons for historic cemetery preservation. Cemeteries can be a valuable resource

1

William McIntosh, Saint Philip’s Church, Personal Interview, March 5, 2015.
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for researchers and genealogists. They serve as documentation of cultural traditions.
They highlight the architecture and artistry of tombstones and tombstone inscriptions.
They are often tourist attractions that generate much needed revenue to both the cemetery
and city. In urban areas, they can be a resource for the study of natural indigenous flora
and fauna. Without preservation, these historic cemeteries and the all that they contain
will eventually succumb to the elements.

Historic Cemeteries as a Resource for Researchers
Historic cemeteries can prove to be a valuable research tool. Researchers can use
information gathered in cemeteries for a variety of research projects. Cemeteries contain
much more than just who died and when. One researcher, an intern conducting research
on the death of a noted figure in Lancaster, Pennsylvania history, was able to confirm
that, contrary to popular belief, there was no cholera epidemic in Lancaster in 1802.
Using cemetery records, there was no evidence of an upswing of deaths during the time
period in question, indicating that no epidemic occurred.2
Another cemetery resource for researchers is tombstone inscriptions. During the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it was not uncommon for tombstones to include
significant personal data about the deceased. Along with the deceased’s name, date of
birth, and date of death, many tombstones included information such as where the person
emigrated from, what he or she did for a living, the cause of death, the kind of person he

Alison Mann, “What Really Caused the Death of Edward Hand,” Edward Hand Medical
Heritage Foundation Student Papers, (August, 2012),
http://edwardhandmedicalheritage.org/what_killed_edward_hand.html.
2
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or she was, surviving family members, and their stature in the community.3 Tombstone
inscriptions can also be used by medical researchers to track the infection patterns and
mortality rates for a number of diseases. As shown below in the photographs below from
the Laurel Grove Cemetery in Savannah, Georgia, Edward Howell Myers “fell at his post
a martyr to duty” from Yellow Fever on September 26, 1876 (figs. 4-5). He was born in
Orange County, New York on June 9, 1816. He entered the Ministry of the Methodist
Church in 1841. He was twice the president of Wesleyan Female College. He was the
editor of the Southern Christian Advocate and was the Pastor of Trinity Church.

Figure #4: Myers tombstone, side view.
Laurel Grove Cemetery, Savannah, Ga.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

“Southern Graves, Telling the Tales of Tombstones,” http://blog.southerngraves.net/.
Date accessed February 3, 2015.
3
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Figure #5: Myers tombstone, front view
Laurel Grove Cemetery, Savannah, Ga.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Not only does the information on Edward Myers tombstone provide valuable
information on the spread and mortality rates of the Yellow Fever epidemic in 1876
Savannah, it also provides historians and genealogists with valuable information on the
Myers family, the Trinity Church, the Southern Christian Advocate (the official
publication of the Methodist church in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida), and the
history of Wesleyan Female College.4 Much of this information may not be available

4

Southern Christian Advocate Obituaries, 1867-78,
Search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=3317. Date Accessed 7/15/2015.
12

elsewhere. As a result, if this tombstone is not preserved and allowed to deteriorate or be
destroyed, the information that it contains will be lost.
For researchers, it is very difficult to find written accounts on the role of women
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Since historical accounts at that time were
written primarily by men, and the contribution of women to society was not considered
significant, there was very little written about them. As a result, much of what is known
about women comes from their eulogies or from the inscriptions on their tombstones.5 If
these tombstones are lost, this valuable resource on the historic role of women will be lost
as well.

Historic Cemeteries as a Family Genealogical Resource
In recent decades, it has become popular for families to endeavor to trace their
genealogical roots. In some cases, written records are not available. States were not
required to keep birth and death records until 1906 and most states did not fully comply
until 1915. Before this time, birth and death records were kept by the individual counties,
however even these records were typically not kept until about 1852. The only other
official birth and death records would have been kept by the individual parishes and then
likely only baptism and death records.6 The Daniell family tomb, found in Saint Philip’s
Church Cemetery, Charleston, South Carolina, illustrates the kind of detailed

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, “Virtuous Women Found: New England Ministerial Literature,”
American Quarterly 28.1 (1976): 20-40.
5

6

United States Vital Records,
https://familysearch.org/learn/wiki/en/United_States_Vital_Records, Date Accessed
February 3, 2015.
13

genealogical information that is often found on historic tombstones. In addition to the
date of death for Robert Daniell, his tomb says that he was a brave man that served King
William in both land and sea wars; that he later governed the province, and that he died in
1718 at the age of seventy-two. According to the tomb inscription, also buried in the
tomb is his wife, Martha, who died in 1742, her second husband, Colonel George Logan,
Logan’s son George, and his wife Martha, who was also the daughter of Robert Daniell.7
With the exception of historic Catholic cemeteries, cremated remains are often
kept in columbaria or buried in the cemetery.8 In addition to the cremains being interred
in sacred ground, this provides a cemetery record of the deceased. If cremains were not
placed in columbaria or buried in cemetery plots, the genealogical record of that person
would likely be lost.9 In 1989, the Catholic Church began allowing cremation. However,
the cremains must be buried in a Catholic cemetery and cannot be kept by the family or
scattered.10
Cemetery records and tombstones are important tools in genealogical research,
especially when research pre-dates the state and county records. Without the
preservation of such stories in stone, these links to the past are at risk of being lost
forever.

7

“Southern

8

Columbaria: structures with niches to house multiple urns containing cremated remains.

9

Beth Savastano, Laurel Hill Cemetery, Personal Interview, January 27, 2015.

10

Graves.”

Patrick Eichelberger. Saint Joseph’s Cemetery, Personal Interview. February 3, 2015.
14

Historic Cemeteries Used to Preserve Cultural Traditions
Cemeteries are often reflections of the cultural traditions of the people buried
there and of the surrounding communities. The preservation of historic cemeteries allow
researchers to study the patterns and evolution of American death commemoration
traditions and practices.11 This can include how gravestones have changed over time;
how historical governance, ethnicity, religion, and social status have affected cemetery
art; and how cultural trends between tombstones and other forms of cultural markers such
as foodways and architecture can be identified.12
America’s historic cemeteries reflect the culture of their community and are
considered cultural treasures by many. The above-ground tombs found in New Orleans
reflect the influence of the French and Spanish in Louisiana, while the plain headstones
in a Quaker cemetery reflect the plain, simple culture of the Quaker community. Many
cemeteries are filled with tombstones that contain hand carved works of art, carved by
and for underrepresented groups of people; people such as ethnic and religious
minorities. However, today these cemeteries and all that they represent face many threats
to their very existence. Left unprotected, the built cultural history of these
commemorative structures of the past will soon be gone.13

Seth Mallios & David Caterino, “Transformations in San Diego County Gravestones
and Cemeteries,” Historical Archaeology, Vol. 41, No. 4. (2007): 50-71.
11

12

Ibid.

Lynn Rainville, “Protecting Our Shared Heritage in African-American Cemeteries,”
Journal of Field Archaeology, Vol. 34, No. 1. (Summer, 2009):196-206.
13
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The Architecture and Craft of Tombstones
Eighteenth and nineteenth century tombstones were not mass produced. Each
tombstone was a hand-carved work of art. Many tombstones included much more than
just the inscription. Typically there were intricate carvings included on the stone. In the
case of mausoleums, this required quite likely months of intricate hand carving as well as
skilled architectural design so that the mausoleum was a stable structure that would last
centuries, fulfilling its purpose as a final resting place. The stone carvings found in many
cemeteries are works of art equal to many found in museums today. Often, as with many
tombstones in New Orleans’ Lafayette and Saint Louis Cemeteries, the artist carved his
signature in the stone much as an artist signs his or her paintings. The display of these
works of art in situ ensures that the context of place and integrity is maintained.

Historic Cemeteries and Indigenous Flora and Fauna
Once cemeteries are established, they become a kind of refuge for wild flora and
fauna.14 This is especially important in urban areas where much of the wild flora and
fauna has been displaced by built development and might be nearly extinct. Visitors to
the cemeteries can enjoy not only the planned landscaping but also the natural plant life
that was once abundant in the area. This atmosphere also creates a haven for the return of
the wild animals that once populated the area. Some cemeteries, such as Mount Hope
Cemetery near Rochester, New York, have established wildlife sanctuaries to protect the

Thomas Harvey, “Sacred Spaces, Common Places: The Cemetery in the Contemporary
American City,” Geographical Review Vol. 96, No. 2. (April, 2006): 298.
14
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wild fauna that has found a home within the cemetery.15 Mount Auburn Cemetery in
Boston, Massachusetts has been designated a Massachusetts Important Bird Area as well
as being an arboretum, tracking, logging, and tagging trees and shrubs.16

Historic Cemeteries as a Tourist Attraction
During the nineteenth century, cemeteries became tourist attractions because of
the trails, walkways, and green space available to the urban populations. The twentieth
and twenty-first centuries has brought a new kind of tourism to cemeteries.
The final resting places of famous people are a significant tourist draw to some
cemeteries. The tomb of Jim Morrison at Pere-Lachaise in Paris draws thousands of
tourists a year. As a result, to keep vandals from defacing his tomb and others around it,
Pere-Lachaise Cemetery has been forced to hire guards to patrol the area surrounding his
tomb. The cemetery has even attempted to have his remains relocated but are unable to
since the tomb has been leased in perpetuity.17
Some cemeteries promote tourism as a way to earn much-needed money for the
continued preservation and maintenance of their cemetery; an important and valuable
trend. Events such as ghost tours, 5K runs, and guided historical tours are just some of

15

Mount Hope Cemetery Recognized as a Certified Wildlife Habitat,
http://www.fomh.org/AboutUs/Fauna/. Date accessed 02/05/2015.
16

Our Conservation work, http://www.massaudubon.org/. Date accessed 04/21/2015.

“Security guards patrol Jim Morrison's grave to ward off vandals,”
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/celebritynews/3098803/Security-guards-patrol-JimMorrisons-grave-to-ward-off-vandals.html. Date accessed, February 3, 2015.
17
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the ways cemetery owners fundraise when they have limited funds due to little or no
space for new burials.18
While tourism can be a way to increase funding for cemetery preservation and
viability, tourism can bring its own set of negative impacts on cemeteries including
additional wear and tear on cemetery property, increased trash accumulation, and the risk
of increased vandalism. The cemetery also must be able to balance the desire to use
tourism as a revenue stream, and its positive and negative impacts, with the need to
maintain a respectful atmosphere, always remembering that ultimately this is a resting
place for the dead.

Preservation of the Saint Louis Cemeteries
The Saint Louis Cemeteries are an essential part of the culture that is New
Orleans. The cemeteries are a resource for researchers, genealogists, and historians.
They are a reflection of the cultural traditions found in New Orleans and attract tourists
from around the world.
Whether it is to find a link to your family, to track the spread of epidemics and
infectious diseases, to view the artistry of the architecture, or to just walk among the
tombs absorbing the atmosphere of a time gone by, historic cemeteries offer a glimpse of
the past not found anywhere else. The preservation of these cemeteries, while a
challenge, is essential to their survival. Without preservation, they will eventually
disappear along with the unique perspective on history that they portray.

18

Tour and Programs, http://www.thelaurelhillcemetery.org/. Date accessed, February 3,
2015.
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CHAPTER III
OBSERVATIONS ON CEMETERY PRESERVATION

Historic cemeteries are physical remnants of our past and the pasts of our
communities. They are an important resource for biographical and historical information.
The architecture and artwork found in many historic cemeteries showcase the cultural
heritage and traditions of those interred and those in the community. Preservation of
these historical and cultural heritage artifacts of the past is crucial.
Preservation policies implemented by historic cemeteries not only vary greatly,
but also significantly depend on the willingness of the cemetery owner and, in the case of
municipal cemeteries, the public. In most cemeteries the tombstones or grave markers
are considered the private property of the families of those interred, with the land around
the marker leased, sometimes in perpetuity, from the cemetery, giving the family burial
rights only. Therefore, the grave marker, whether it is a small individual tombstone or a
large family mausoleum, is considered the sole responsibility of the family. Any
preservation, restoration, or conservation of a tombstone, mausoleum, or grave marker is
the responsibility of its owner, the family of the diseased. Often, such families may not
be aware of their rights or their obligation.

Challenges
There are several challenges that historic cemeteries face that impact preservation.
These challenges include problems with vandalism, the adverse effects of tourism,
19

community and municipal disinterest, deterioration from age and weather, limited or no
more room for new burials, and likely one of the most important challenges, the lack of
funding.

Vandalism
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the primary vandalism problem
faced by cemeteries was grave robbing. Until the late nineteenth century, it was illegal
for surgeons to obtain bodies to practice their surgical skills. Prior to that time, surgeons
would pay to have a fresh corpse stolen from a cemetery. To remedy this problem,
cemeteries surrounded the graveyard with a high stone wall. The wall usually contained
a watch tower or booth for a guard to stand in to watch over the cemetery.19 Today, these
stone walls, rather than keeping vandals out, act as a shield, allowing vandals to cause
destruction, unseen from passersby on the street.20
The vandalism that occurs in cemeteries can range from teenagers congregating
and drinking, leaving behind trash and broken glass, and other loitering and littering, to
souvenir hunters taking pieces of a broken headstone. Sometimes the vandalism involves
defacing tombstones and knocking tombstones over.21 Because of their size, many
overturned tombstones cannot easily be put back in place.
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Tourism
Tourism, while it can be a benefit to historic cemeteries by raising much needed
funds and creating awareness to the needs of the cemetery, it can also have adverse
effects on the cemetery. Tourism creates a classic dilemma common to historic
collections – that of access vs. preservation. While access can lead to advocacy and
support, it can adversely affect conservation. Often, tourists, like other vandals, will
leave trash in the cemeteries which will need to be cleaned up. Tourists may take broken
pieces of tombstones as souvenirs, hindering restoration efforts. Allowing tourists access
to the cemetery often causes extra wear and tear on the pathways, requiring additional
maintenance. A cemetery as a tourist site is often a more tempting target to off-hours
vandals, lured by popular ghost stories and the prospect of souvenirs from famous or
infamous graves. Allowing tourists into the cemetery also increases the liability of the
cemetery, requiring additional insurance costs. Cemeteries need to weigh the benefits of
tourism against its added expense incurred and decide if the benefits outweigh the costs.

Community and Municipal Governments
With the exception of the occasional genealogist, or historic researcher, there is
little interest in many historic cemeteries. Municipal cemeteries are often put under the
management of the parks department where the extent of care is the cutting of the grass.22
This puts a significant burden on the parks departments. Not only are there limited
municipal funds but this also is a burden on the manpower available. Private cemeteries
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face the same issues. As Pat Eichelberger from Saint Joseph’s Cemetery in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania says, “no one wants to spend money on the dead.”23
Historic cemeteries are especially vulnerable to the problem of community
disinterest since many of the family members of those interred are either dead themselves
or have moved away. With no one left the take an interest in the cemetery, they can and
often do, fall into a state of deterioration. It is important for the community to be made
aware of the history that is contained in these historic cemeteries and stones because
without the communities’ support, these pieces of history will be gone.

Deterioration
As with any structure or landscape, time takes its toll on cemeteries. The
landscape becomes overgrown if not maintained and the tombstones and other structures
wear and deteriorate. In overgrown cemeteries, weeds can take root in the cracks on
tombstones. Known as tendril intrusion, the roots can expand the cracks and destroy the
mortar, sometimes causing the structures to crumble. Care must be taken when removing
these weeds so as not to further damage the tombstone. Trees in cemeteries also create
problems. Planted to beautify the cemetery as well as mask the smell of fresh burials,
their root systems can expand causing tombstones to topple if not controlled.
Marble is a common stone used for tombstones and inscription tablets. It is fairly
soft so it is particularly subject to wearing from years of exposure to rain (made worse in
areas where acid rain is a problem). Marble also requires more care to be taken when
cleaning. The use of a power washer or harsh chemicals is not recommended since it can
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further damage the marble. Tombs constructed of brick are often covered with a
protective layer of stucco because certain types of brick are soft and subject to extreme
wear from the elements. The use of granite has become a popular alternative to marble,
soft brick, and stucco since it is harder and can better withstand most climates, and can be
cleaned with modern cleaning products.
Monuments made with multiple joints, while attractive in their intricacy, are more
subject to deterioration. Joints in monuments or tombstones can trap deteriorating
moisture. This moisture can seep into the surface if covered with stucco or can cause the
growth of mold, which also penetrates the surface of the stone or stucco. These joints are
weak links and require more maintenance than monuments made with fewer joints.
Climate also plays a role in the deterioration found in cemeteries. In warm,
humid climates, cemeteries are exposed to excess moisture and mold. Mold will grow to
penetrate the surface of the tombstone creating cracks resulting in its eventual
deterioration. Excessive heat from the sun can also cause accelerated deterioration. The
surface of tombstones exposed to extreme heat from sunlight will become very dry and
cracked. When this happens, the surface layers can begin to flake off.
In colder climates, cemeteries are exposed to the effects of the repeated freeze and
thaw cycles that can damage many tombstones and other structures. Moisture, whether
from rain or the humid air, can seep into cracks in the tombstones. These cracks can be
large, small, or even microscopic. When the temperature drops, the moisture freezes and
expands. When the temperature rises, the moisture melts, leaving behind a larger crack.
Sometimes the larger cracks can be enough to break or crumble a tombstone. In either
case the damage has increased.
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Many historic cemeteries that are subjected to the above elements contain
tombstones with inscriptions that are barely legible with some not legible at all. If this is
allowed to happen, that information can be irreplaceable.

Expansion Room
Once a cemetery has reached full capacity and is no longer able to accommodate
new burials, its main source of income to support the continued maintenance of the
cemetery is greatly reduced. The money, if any, that some cemeteries received
earmarked for perpetual care is very small so the cemetery must rely on the funds
received from new burials or get creative when it comes to fundraising. When new
burials stop, perpetual care can be at risk.

Lack of Funding
The lack of sustainable funding is likely the biggest challenge that historic
cemeteries face. Becoming economically viable will enable cemetery owners to
implement programs to deter vandalism, implement programs for the restoration and
future conservation of tombstones, and implement reasonable tourism programs to allow
visitors the opportunity to experience the history of the community. Sufficient funding is
likely the biggest challenge that cemeteries must overcome to ensure that historic
cemeteries will continue to provide an important contribution to history for many
generations to come.
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Solutions for Maintaining the Long Term Future of Historic Cemeteries
The long term future of historic cemeteries largely depends on their ability to
become, and remain, viable. Viability is possible when cemetery owners are able to
effectively address the challenges they face, effectively use the resources available, and
increase revenue and awareness to ensure the long-term future of the cemetery.

Planning
The first step in ensuring the viability of a historic cemetery, and an important
part of the overall planning process, is to develop a master plan. This plan includes
creative strategic planning and, if resources are limited, can be done informally. A
master plan is a comprehensive long-term focus on the needs of the cemetery.24 Master
plans include maps and photographs of the cemetery, the cemetery history, a list of goals
and activities, an annual maintenance plan and the estimated annual operating costs. This
not only provides significant information about the cemetery but also allows for the
tracking of progress throughout the implementation of the plan.25 It is important, when
outlining a master plan, that the cemetery is thought of as a business. The same types of
policies that ensure the growth and viability of a business can be applied to a cemetery,
whether it is a for-profit or non-profit entity. Ideally, owners should revisit the master
plan every few years to evaluate progress and make any changes or adjustments.
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State Government Guidelines
Most states acknowledge the importance of preserving historic cemeteries and
recognize that they are valuable historic resources. The states view them as historical
evidence of settlement patterns, cultural and religious influences, burial practices, and
genealogy. The states recognize cemeteries as sometimes the only reminder of an
influential or significant person or group, and understand that historic cemeteries are
examples of landscape architecture as well as public spaces used for contemplation or
reflection.26
As a valuable historic resource, many states publish preservation guidelines for
the preservation of historic cemeteries. While some state guidelines are more detailed
than others, these guidelines generally include recommendations on: gathering basic
information, identifying and recording features, setting goals, creating a scope of work,
developing a maintenance plan, conserving the cemetery, identifying monument and
headstone material, cleaning monuments and headstones, making common masonry
repairs and repointing, using old repair methods, and completing the master plan.27
While many states provide guidelines for the preservation of historic cemeteries,
Louisiana has taken a further step. The Louisiana Historic Cemetery Preservation Act
acknowledges the significant contribution historic cemeteries make, not only as a resting
place for the dead, but also as significant examples of art, architecture, and archaeology.
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The Act recognizes historic cemeteries as important resources for historians,
anthropologists, archaeologists, and genealogists, leading to a better understanding of the
unique culture not only of New Orleans, but of Louisiana.28 In addition to
acknowledging the contributions of historic cemeteries, the act offers some protections
against their destruction. Unfortunately, the act defines “historic cemeteries” as
cemeteries that have been abandoned and are over fifty years old. As a result, these
protections to do apply to cemeteries that have historic significance but are still
considered active.29

The National Trust for Historic Preservation

The National Trust for Historic Preservation has also published guidelines on the
preservation of historic cemeteries. Similar to the guidelines published by many states,
the National Trust has published ten critical steps for preserving historic cemeteries:
1. It is important to work with the owners of the property.
2. Start a support group. This group can work as a neutral party organizing a
preservation or maintenance plan.
3. Find funding and partners. You must find creative ways to fund restoration,
preservation and maintenance programs.
4. Try to get historic site designation. Typically, cemeteries are not eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places but in some cases,
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cemeteries that are historically significant are accepted for listing. Cemeteries
can also be listed on local or state registers as historically significant.
5. Training and technical assistance. Volunteers are a very important resource
but they must be trained or they can cause more damage.
6. Create a map. Accurate maps of the cemetery are very important in planning
for the cemetery’s future. Maps should include paths, graves, walls, fences,
trees, and shrubs.
7. Future uses. Try to anticipate the amount of future activity the cemetery will
see.
8. Prioritize. When there is a significant amount of work that needs to be done,
prioritize the list and be sure that stabilization is first on the list.
9. A maintenance plan. Maintenance is an ongoing process in any cemetery
after the initial restoration. Make provisions for grounds keeping and a
periodic inspection of all stones
10. Make it visitor friendly. Include signage and trash cans.30
These ten steps are just an overview of preservation and conservation methods.
As an overview, they address the primary issues facing cemetery preservation while
allowing individual cemeteries to tailor each step their specific needs. While historic
cemeteries face similar problems, they are not exactly the same. Each has a unique set of
circumstances that impacts their preservation needs. Cemeteries in the southeast may
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have to deal with issues related to heat and moisture. In the Southwest, the issue may be
the effects of heat and dryness. In the northern states the “freeze thaw” effect may
impact cemeteries. Some cemeteries have to deal with tourism while others have no
visitors at all. Some receive significant support from the community while others receive
little or none. Some may need significant restoration while others may have been
continuously maintained. The preservation guidelines published by the National Trust
for Historic Preservation can be used to help with the development of preservation plans
that are specific to the needs of the individual cemetery rather than being a one-size-fitsall preservation plan.

Maintaining Cultural Viability
Mature, historic cemeteries can be cultural treasures. They are reflections of, and
tell the story of, not only the people buried there, but also of the community surrounding
it. Through its architecture, inscriptions, and landscaping, cemeteries reveal a history that
often cannot be found elsewhere. Preserving those cultural resources is essential.
Many cemeteries have begun using the cemetery grounds for purposes other than
for burials. One successful program is at the Historic Congressional Cemetery in
Washington, D.C., where, a dog walking program called “The K9 Corps” has been
implemented. There is a tax deductible membership fee of $225 plus a $50 fee for each
dog, up to three dogs. The membership is limited to 770 dogs. Not only does this
program provide the cemetery with income, it also provides the members with a tax
deduction. This program is so successful that there is a wait list with wait times that are
typically in excess of one year. This same cemetery has begun using goats to keep the
29

grass manageable. Not only is this environmentally friendly, reducing pollution and fuel
consumption, it results in greatly reduces costs for maintenance.31
Beginning in the early 1830s, what became known as the Garden-style Cemetery
Movement gained popularity in the U.S. Cemeteries became not only places to bury the
dead but also green spaces for the city residents to enjoy. They included walking paths
with landscaped areas suitable for picnicking and socializing. These garden-style
cemeteries were the country’s first city parks.32 Cemeteries that have restored and
maintained the landscaping of the cemetery grounds are able to use their grounds for
events and gatherings. Cemeteries such as Mount Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, the first Garden-style cemetery, and Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadelphia,
use the beautifully landscaped grounds to hold various events such as corporate meetings
and even weddings. Fairmount Memorial Park in Spokane, Washington has made use of
its grounds for recreational activities including bike riding, jogging and walking, as well
as allowing visitors to snow shoe and cross-country ski in the winter.
When cemeteries are used for purposes other than burials, they must balance these
alternate uses with the primary role of the cemetery as a sacred space. This can be
accomplished by careful planning of activities so that there is no scheduling conflict with
burials. Alternate uses of cemeteries must be respectful and never put cemetery
monuments at risk of damage. Events or public activities must not infringe on the
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privacy of visitors to the cemetery that are there to pay respects to their loved ones but
continue to be places of peaceful reflection and commemoration.

Maintaining Economic Viability
Economic viability is one of the most important and most difficult challenges
facing historic cemeteries today. The costs to maintain a cemetery often far outweigh the
money paid for a cemetery plots and for burial. Just the regular maintenance such as
grass cutting and weed removal exceeds the available funds for many cemeteries. For
cemeteries that still have available space for burials, the income generated from the sale
of cemetery plots and for burials helps to keep maintenance funded.
While tourism can have some disadvantages for cemeteries, tourists do generate
significant income for the cemeteries. Cemeteries that offer guided tours that highlight
notable persons, architecturally significant tombs or landscaping can generate enough
money to outweigh the negative impacts such as littering and vandalism. More
importantly, tourists help to bring attention to the need for cemetery preservation. The
very things that make tourists want to visit a cemetery are the cultural resources that need
protecting. Whether it is the grave of a notable person, the intricate carvings, inscriptions
and statuary, or the serene walkways and green space giving visitors time for reflection,
tourists can ensure continued interest in the cemetery and create awareness in the
community and by the cemetery owners.
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Perpetual Care
Most people assume that perpetual care will pay for the care of their cemetery plot
in perpetuity, and that is the concept, and it is true to a certain degree. Perpetual care
typically pays for the cutting of the grass in the cemetery. What perpetual care does not
typically pay for is the maintenance of the tombstone or structure. The tombstone is
considered private property and is owned by the family of the deceased.
In some cemeteries, a portion of the cost paid for a cemetery plot is set aside by
the cemetery and is used for perpetual care. In Pennsylvania, that amount is set by the
state at 15 percent. If a cemetery plot is purchased at a cost of $3,000, then $450 of that
is for perpetual care.
Some cemeteries require an endowment for the care of tombstones and
monuments. With an endowment, the money is deposited in a fund by the cemetery and
only the interest on the endowment is used for the maintenance of the tombstone or
monument. Not all cemeteries require an endowment fund, so the tombstones and
monuments are left to deteriorate unless there is some outside assistance.33 Typically,
this type of endowment arrangement is only found with burials that have occurred since
the mid- twentieth century.
Older, historic cemeteries often have little or no perpetual care and no
endowments to cover to cost of tombstone and monument maintenance. From the
eighteenth well into the twentieth century, it was not uncommon for families to visit
cemeteries regularly to pay tribute to deceased family members and to care for the
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gravesite, making perpetual care or endowments unnecessary. As families relocated or
died off, this type of cemetery care occurred less and less often. Today, these older,
forgotten gravesites often fall into disrepair.

Funding Preservation
Funding methods for historic cemeteries depend on who or what type of
organization is responsible for them. Public cemeteries are typically funded by the
municipality. Non-profit cemeteries are usually funded by a foundation and “friends” of
the cemetery. Religious cemeteries are funded by the church or religious organization.
All three of these types of cemeteries receive support from organizations, usually
non-profit organizations, to help with things like funding and conservation. One example
is Save Our Cemeteries in New Orleans, a non-profit organization that assists in the
restoration and conservation of many tombs in New Orleans in both the municipal
cemeteries and privately-owned cemeteries. A recent project was the restoration of
Marie Laveau’s tomb at the Saint Louis Cemetery #1. After the tomb was covered with
pink latex paint by a local vandal, maintenance workers from the archdiocese removed
the paint by sandblasting the tomb. This method removed the paint but the sandblasting
resulted in extensive damage to the tomb. The archdiocese provided a portion of the
funds to pay for the restoration, with Save our Cemeteries raising the balance of the
needed money enabling the tomb to be fully restored.
With many of these cemeteries at full capacity, alternative burial methods are
often explored as a way to increase funding. The recent popularity of cremation as an
affordable alternative to burials has prompted many cemeteries with no more burial space
33

to accommodate cremated remains. Saint Louis Cemetery #1 is building a new
columbarium that will accommodate several hundred cremains. In Sonoma, California,
the city government has decided to build a large mausoleum to stack caskets and burial
urns. At Laurel Hill Cemetery, in Philadelphia, plans are underway to convert an old tool
shed to a columbarium and in family burial plots, they are using ground penetrating sonar
equipment to locate buried remains. If these remains are buried deep enough, another
burial is allowed to be placed above it.
Cemetery events such as ghost tours, 5K runs, movie nights, themed tours such as
Revolutionary War and Civil War tours, and guided landscape or foliage tours have
become popular ways for historic cemeteries to raise money and to promote community
awareness, not only to the financial needs of the cemetery, but also to the cultural
resource that historic cemeteries are and will continue to be in the future.34

Twenty-First Century Solutions
At the 2015 annual convention for the International Cemetery, Cremation, and
Funeral Association (ICCFA), several presentations were made to address the issue of
sustainability for today’s cemeteries. While these presentations focused primarily on the
business of operating the cemeteries of today, with space available for new burials, many
of the proposals applied to the preservation and viability of historic cemeteries that have
limited or no new burial space.
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Cemetery Care and maintenance
According to Gino Merendino, from Merendino Cemetery Care, the number one
cause of tombstone deterioration is pollution. Merendino, whose company provides
maintenance and restoration services to cemeteries, presented a plan for the maintenance
of cemetery grounds and monuments using more eco-friendly methods. While
Merendino is in the business to make money, his recommendations on cemetery
maintenance warrant consideration. These include the use of golf carts for transportation
in the cemetery, rather than pollution producing gasoline trucks, as well as the use of
alternative fuels such as vegetable oil. The use of smaller grass cutting equipment
reduces gasoline use and minimizes the hazard of spilled gasoline, a common occurrence
among lawn care workers. Allowing the grass to grow slightly higher, the use of
mulching mower blades, and leaving grass clippings in place also result in cost and
energy savings. In monument care, using only water for the cleaning of monuments
rather than harsh, pollution-causing chemicals such as bleach, gasoline, and detergents, is
another way to reduce pollution and adverse effects on the tombstones.
According to Merendino, by providing maintenance and restoration services, his,
and similar companies like them, are able to save cemeteries money by giving them the
option of contracting out these services rather than having to employ a staff with its
resultant expenses. A study of these methods can help historic cemetery owners evaluate
their needs and determine the best use of their resources spent on maintenance.35
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Green Burials
According to the Green Burial Council, an organization that promotes green
burials and certifies cemeteries for green burials, the popularity of green burials has
substantially increased in recent decades. There are several reasons for the increase in
green burials, including lower costs, the desire to return to traditional ways, religious
reasons, and the Do-It-Yourself ethic.
With green burials, the deceased is typically buried in either a plain pine box, or
just in a shroud with no coffin. There is no concrete burial vault. As the body
decomposes, the resulting dip in the ground is either filled in with additional soil and the
grass or sod replaced, or vegetation is planted over the grave. Sometimes all of the soil
that has been dug up is replaced, creating a mound that reduces over time. Often, in the
case of a green burial, the family actually digs the grave themselves (the Do-It-Yourself
Ethic). Since the burial only has to be covered by eighteen inches of soil to avoid
disturbance by animals, this can be done by hand.
For historic cemeteries, green burials can be an option for new burials, becoming
a new revenue source. They take up a small area of land and can be placed between
existing graves. Historic Mount Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts is
certified as a green burial cemetery by the Green Burial Council. They are able to
provide green burials between the existing graves, allowing them to maximize their burial
space. Since a green burial does not include a concrete burial vault and the grave is dug
by hand and fairly shallow, there is no damage to the surrounding historic graves.
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The option of providing green burials can give historic cemeteries a way to
increase revenue. Since green burials will not threaten the existing graves, preservation
of the historic cemetery can continue.36

Cremation Gardens
The cremation garden is reminiscent of the nineteenth century Victorian Era when
families went to the cemetery not only to pay their respects to their loved ones, but also
as a social outing, walking along the tree-lined paths or sitting on a bench by a fountain,
enjoying a picnic lunch. The cremation garden is typically a beautifully landscaped area
that includes items such as benches, fountains, memorial walls, columbaria, and tree and
shrub-lined walkways, all with areas for cremated burials and memorials. Many also
include a scatter garden for families that choose to scatter ashes rather than bury them or
place them in a columbarium
The space required for a cremation garden is rather small but this small space can
yield significant income for a cemetery. The Olathe Memorial Cemetery in Olathe,
Kansas has recently constructed a cremation garden on a one-half-acre plot. With an
initial investment of $180,000, the owners of the cemetery estimate that the cremation
garden will produce $4.5 million in revenue.37
For historic cemeteries, the addition of a cremation garden can be a creative
revenue stream as well as create a scenic peaceful space for visitors to the cemetery. The
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added revenue will help fund the necessary preservation and maintenance projects needed
for the cemetery’s future.

Historic Cemetery Responses to the Challenges of Preservation
The level of preservation and the response of historic cemeteries in addressing the
challenges they face varies drastically. Some cemetery owners are dedicated to
preservation, actively implementing policies and procedures to ensure the long term
future of the cemetery. Other cemetery owners have little to no interest in investing
resources for the preservation of the cemetery. Many fall somewhere between aggressive
preservation measures and no preservation measures.
Private – Laurel Hill Cemetery
Laurel Hill Cemetery, a privately owned, non-profit cemetery in Philadelphia,
illustrates the efforts of a historic cemetery that aggressively implements procedures that
will ensure its future. Laurel Hill is the final resting place of many of Philadelphia’
prominent industrial magnates, Civil War-era generals (including General George G.
Meade of Gettysburg fame), and six Titanic passengers. In 1998, Laurel Hill became one
of the few cemeteries in the United States to be designated a National Historic Landmark
and is a popular destination for many local and national visitors.38
Laurel Hill saw its first burials in 1836. Recent expansions to the cemetery can
allow approximately 800 additional burials, but the older original sections are full. Since
the city now surrounds the cemetery, additional expansions will no longer be possible.
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By the 1970s, Laurel Hill, owned by the Laurel Hill Cemetery Company, had
fallen into a state of some disrepair and was abandoned, although the public still had
access. The grounds became overgrown, tombstones and monuments were in need of
repair from the frequent freeze and thaw of the Pennsylvania climate, and increasing
problems with vandalism were taking its toll. During the 1980s and 1990s, the cemetery
closed to the public in an attempt to reduce vandalism. This resulted in the vandalism
problem becoming worse.
The establishment of The Friends of Laurel Hill Cemetery in 1978 created a
group dedicated to preserving this historic landmark. They give tours, present slide
lectures, help with school groups and raise funds for the restoration and conservation of
the cemetery.
In addition to the help of The Friends of Laurel Hill Cemetery, during this time,
Laurel Hill implemented a “master plan,” outlining a series of goals, a maintenance plan,
and a projected schedule, helping to focus the resources of the cemetery. This master
plan is revisited and evaluated every ten years to be sure that the goals outlined are being
achieved and are on schedule.
As a result of the policies implemented in their master plan, Laurel Hill, with the
help of The Friends of Laurel Hill Cemetery, was able to re-open in the early 2000s and
resume burials in the newer parts of the cemetery where space was still available. The
newer sections of the cemetery depend heavily on endowments for the continued
maintenance of the headstones and monuments. Endowments are required for
monuments and the cost is based on the square footage of the monument. The interest
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from these endowment funds are used to pay for any maintenance, repair, or restoration
of the monument.
The original and older parts of the cemetery do not have endowments to pay for
the costs of maintenance, conservation, or restoration. Funds raised by the cemetery
through its various events and provided by the fundraising efforts of The Friends of
Laurel Hill Cemetery are used to preserve the older and original parts of the cemetery.
Laurel Hill knows that in order to maintain cultural viability, it must also be
economically viable. To accomplish this, throughout the year Laurel Hill organizes a full
schedule of events to raise money. These include events such as Yoga in the Cemetery;
Laurel Hill: The Hot Spots and Storied Plots; Designing for the Dead: Art and
Architecture of Laurel Hill; Doctors’ Orders: Laurel Hill’s Physicians and Their Patients;
an Annual Hearse Show; South of the Bridge: Explorations of the Cemetery’s
Southernmost Sod; They Only Come Out At Night: A Graveyard Cabaret; and many,
many more.
Today, Laurel Hill is staffed seven days a week. A grounds foreman lives on the
site and security cameras have been added throughout the cemetery. There is also a
museum, a cemetery office, and a gift shop in what was once the guard tower where
nineteenth century guards kept watch for grave robbers.39
As a result of its continued efforts to raise funds - and more importantly public
awareness - for maintenance and preservation, Laurel Hill Cemetery has been successful
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in providing for the long term care and future of this historic cemetery. It also continues
to provide the residents of Philadelphia with green space to enjoy.
Religious – Saint Philips Cemetery and Old Saint Joseph’s Cemetery
While Laurel Hill Cemetery actively engages in fundraising and public awareness
efforts to ensure the preservation of its cemetery, Saint Philip’s Church Cemetery in
Charleston, South Carolina has successfully preserved its churchyard cemetery for
centuries by making the cemetery part of its stewardship obligations.
Saint Philip’s Church Cemetery has had thousands of burials over its 335 year
history and each of these graves are painstakingly cared for. The first thing one notices
when visiting is the remarkable condition of this centuries-old cemetery.
Saint Philip’s Church takes an active role in the preservation of the cemetery and
its gravestones and monuments. With a large congregation, Saint Philip’s Church is able
to make cemetery preservation part of its annual budget and does not hold special
fundraisers to help with the costs of cemetery preservation. The preservation efforts are
considered part of the church’s stewardship. In addition to allowing for cemetery
preservation in the church budget, Saint Philip’s Church has received a large endowment
that is kept in trust and used only for cemetery preservation. Drawing on only the interest
in this trust, Saint Philips’s Church is able to hire the services of a professional
conservationist. The conservationist is an expert in the restoration and preservation of
colonial period gravestones and monuments, using original, period materials.
The preservation efforts at Saint Philip’s Church Cemetery also include limited
access. The cemetery is open to the public only during church office hours. They do not
41

allow dogs or bikes, and tours are kept to a minimum. Tours are offered by local tour
companies but the church does not receive any revenue from them. Tour guides must be
licensed by the City of Charleston and schedules are coordinated with the church. The
church does not typically allow tours that include school groups since they feel that
children would likely be running and climbing, possibly causing damage to the fragile
gravestones.40
Many people do not see the need to, or want to, spend money on the dead. When
asked why so much of Saint Philip’s Church’s resources are spent on the preservation of
their cemetery, church archivist, Chisolm Leonard responded, “You know what they say
about Charlestonians, we eat rice and worship our ancestors.”41
Old Saint Joseph’s Catholic Cemetery, located in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, is an
example of a historic cemetery with owners that takes almost no interest in its
preservation. Now part of the Archdiocese of Harrisburg, Old Saint Joseph’s Cemetery
was established in 1840. By 1893, the cemetery grew beyond its borders and a new
cemetery was established on the outskirts of Lancaster. Today, the archdiocese considers
Old Saint Joseph’s Cemetery inactive.
The archdiocese does not conduct any preservation or conservation measures at
Old Saint Joseph’s. If extensive repairs resulting from vandalism are required, the
archdiocese will sometimes file an insurance claim to cover the costs. However, damage
from vandalism is typically ignored. The only maintenance at the cemetery is grass
cutting and weed removal. If one of the smaller headstones should get knocked over,
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grounds-keepers will attempt to put it back in place. However, if it is too large or heavy,
it is left as is.
The problems found in Old Saint Joseph’s are typically trash left by visitors, or
toppled stones, due to either vandalism or the freeze / thaw effect at the base of the stone
causing it to fall over. The Church’s view on the headstones or monuments is that they
are private property and the responsibility of the families, not the church. However, there
are very few family members left to care for the stones since the cemetery has been
closed since 1893, with the last burials taking place in the early twentieth century.
The grounds-keepers at Old Saint Joseph’s Cemetery are responsible for the grass
cutting, weed trimming, and maintenance of trees for five area cemeteries. The staff
includes three full-time employees and one part-time employee. Occasionally, groups of
students from Franklin and Marshall College will go to the cemetery and volunteer,
cleaning up the cemetery as a community service project. However, for the most part, the
cemetery has been left to the elements, with the result that many of the stones are barely
legible.42 Eventually, inscriptions will be permanently illegible and whatever they may
have revealed will be lost.
Municipal – Colonial Park Cemetery and Bonaventure Cemetery
Municipal cemeteries present a different set of preservation issues. Since
municipal cemeteries are primarily tax-payer funded, government officials must justify
the spending of tax dollars on cemetery maintenance, conservation, and preservation.
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This can often be difficult when so many other issues are viewed as more important than
“spending money on the dead.”43
In Savannah, Georgia, the two oldest municipal cemeteries are Colonial Park
Cemetery, established in 1750, and Bonaventure Cemetery, established in 1802. Colonial
Park Cemetery has been at full capacity since a devastating Yellow Fever outbreak in the
early nineteenth century. Bonaventure Cemetery, although dating to 1802, does still have
a limited number of burial spaces available.
The city of Savannah does have a full-time conservation coordinator, Sam
Beetler. He is tasked with the long term conservation goals of the cemetery. This
includes conditions assessments of cemetery lots that inform the creation of a five-year
plan that is executed by the conservation crew. There are also plans to work with
education institutions to provide students training opportunities in the cemeteries. The
idea is to have cemetery structures conserved while giving students hands on experience
in the field.
Savannah’s Cemetery Conservation Department is responsible for the
conservation and landscaping at Colonial Park Cemetery only. In the other city
cemeteries, including Bonaventure, it is the families’ responsibility to care for the grave
sites. The conservation team will offer guidance to families that inquire about cleaning
and repairs but they will not do the work for them. The exception to this policy is when a
grave site is determined to be abandoned. An abandoned lot is defined by the city as a lot
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that has not been used in at least seventy years. Only then will the city intervene and
engage in conservation measures.
As with many cemeteries, Savannah’s city cemeteries are faced with challenges
stemming from a lack of sufficient funding, vandalism, and the impact of tourism.
Savannah’s small budget for cemetery conservation has forced a reduction in staff from
four conservation technicians to one. This greatly limits the scale and length of the
projects that can be completed. Headstones and other structures are sometimes damaged
by vandals or tourists. According to Beetler, “This damage slowly deteriorates the
quality and overall sense of place of the cemeteries. It impacts the psychological aspect
of the cemetery being a pristine and sacred place. As pieces of the cemetery disappear
due to vandalism, theft, neglect, or impact by tourists, the idea of what a place is in
someone’s mind begins to change.”44 An example of this is the “Bird Girl” statue that
can be seen on the cover of the book Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil. This
statue became a popular tourist attraction. With the increased tourist traffic and its
effects on the cemetery, the family moved the statue to the Telfair museum.
Municipal – Lafayette Cemetery #1
In New Orleans, the Lafayette Cemeteries #1 and #2 are part of the municipal
cemetery system and are owned and maintained by the city. Lafayette Cemetery #1,
located in New Orleans’ Garden District is one of the oldest cemeteries in the city.
Established in 1833, it was placed on the World Monuments Fund Watch list in 1996 due
to its advanced deterioration. Its historical significance, location and architectural
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significance has allowed it to be placed on the National Register of Historic Places, an
unusual designation since cemeteries are typically ineligible for listing.45
According to the cemetery office at the City of New Orleans, while they
acknowledge the historical significance of the cemetery, and even though Lafayette
Cemetery #1 is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the city is responsible
for the maintenance of the grounds only. As with most other cemeteries, the historic
above ground tombs in the city cemeteries are the responsibility of the families of those
interred. There are volunteer and non-profit organizations, such as Save Our Cemeteries,
that engage in some preservation efforts, but the city does not conserve, restore, or
preserve the graves. There is no provision or intervention by the city in the case of
abandoned tombs and unless other organizations or individuals intervene, these tombs are
left to the effects of the elements and vandals.
A tour of Lafayette Cemetery #1 shows that the cemetery continues to fall further
into decay. The photos below illustrate the extent of the deterioration and neglect in
Lafayette #1. Figure #6 shows an overgrown tomb with a hole just behind the stone
cross. Figures #7-8 depict the overgrown walkways and areas between the tombs. In
Figure #9, a tomb closure tablet is broken into several pieces and lays strewn about the
ground making them vulnerable to theft and additional damage.

“A Closer Look: Lafayette Cemetery No. 1,” http://www.wmf.org/project/lafayettecemetery-no-1. Date accessed, August 5, 2015.
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Figure #6: Damaged gravesite, Lafayette #1, Photo by Donna Mann, 2015
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Figure #7: Overgrown grass. Lafayette #1.Photo by Donna
Mann, 2015

Figure #8: Overgrown Tombs, Lafayette #1, Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.
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Figure #9: Damaged and overgrown tomb, Lafayette #1, Photo by Donna
Mann, 2015.

Conclusions
The amount of resources that cemeteries expend in the preservation of its
properties depends on the commitment of its owners. Some municipalities such as
Savannah have put in place policies to take over the responsibility of abandoned tombs.
Other cities, such as New Orleans, do not have such a policy. Some religious
organizations, such as Saint Philip’s Church Cemetery, actively take measures to
preserve its historic church cemetery. Other religious organizations such as Saint
Joseph’s Cemetery do not take any steps to preserve its historic cemetery.
There is no one-size-fits-all policy for cemetery preservation. There are
guidelines that can be followed, like those published by state governments and the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, as well as preservation organizations that are
willing to help. However, without the commitment of cemetery owners, these historic
landmarks will eventually disappear.
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CHAPTER IV
THE HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SAINT LOUIS
CEMETERIES

The Saint Peter Street Cemetery was the first formal cemetery in New Orleans,
established in 1725, four years after the founding of the city. This cemetery was located
on what was then the outskirts of the city, on the upriver side of Saint Peter Street. With
New Orleans located at or below sea level, the problem of rising water during the rainy
seasons made the location of the cemetery an important issue for city leaders. The
prevailing thought was that not only did the location of the Saint Peter Street Cemetery
on the outskirts of the city prevent the spread of disease but should the rising waters
cause caskets or bodies to float to the surface, they would be swept away from the city to
the uninhabited swamp, rather than the city streets.46
In 1788, the people of New Orleans endured a series of catastrophic events
resulting in a huge loss of life. First a massive fire swept through the city, destroying
over 80 percent of the buildings and killing many people. This was followed by a flood
and then a devastating Yellow Fever epidemic. As a result, the Saint Peter Street
Cemetery quickly filled to its capacity.
After the events of 1788, it was necessary to build another cemetery, as well as
redesign the city, since much of it was destroyed in the fire. By this time, New Orleans
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was no longer a French colony, but was governed by Spain. With Spain now ruling New
Orleans, when much of the city was destroyed by fire, the rebuilding that took place was
in the Spanish style. Instead of buildings constructed from wood, brick and plaster were
used. The Spanish introduced decorative patios and balconies with decorative wrought
iron work. This Spanish influence was also reflected in the new cemeteries.
In 1789, Saint Louis Cemetery was established (later known as Saint Louis
Cemetery #1 after the establishment of Saint Louis Cemetery #2). As was typical of the
time, the cemetery was placed on what was then the outskirts of the city. Eventually, the
Saint Peter Street Cemetery was deconsecrated, the remains moved to the Saint Louis
Cemetery, and the land sold off for building lots, thus, making Saint Louis Cemetery #1
the oldest surviving cemetery in New Orleans.47

Saint Louis Cemetery #1
The aboveground cemeteries in New Orleans are referred to as “Cities of the
Dead.” For many residents of New Orleans, Saint Louis Cemetery #1 is considered
“THE City of the Dead.”48 The cemetery offers visitors a view of the history, culture,
geology, society, and economics of the city, in one place. Tombs, constructed from local
brick and stone, reflecting the geological make-up of the region, range from small simple
tombs containing the remains of one individual to larger tombs with the remains of entire
families, to the largest society tombs able to accommodate the remains of hundreds.
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The outer wall surrounding Cemetery #1 is home to several wall vaults, burial tombs that
are encased in the cemetery wall itself.
Saint Louis Cemetery #1 is not arranged in any kind of organized rows or aisles.
The shell covered pathways wind in and around the tombs like a maze. Large intricately
carved family mausoleums with delicate ironwork are placed next to small, simple
individual tombs.
The rich and poor alike are buried side by side. There is no separation of the
races - the cemetery is the final resting place of blacks and whites alike. Some
mausoleums owned by white families hold not only family members but also the remains
of black servants.49
While there is no separation of races in Saint Louis Cemetery #1, there is a
separation of religion. The Saint Louis Cemeteries are Catholic cemeteries. This was
typically not a problem since New Orleans was governed first by France and then by
Spain, where Catholicism was the law. Those that were not Catholic usually married
Catholics. Eventually, people migrated to New Orleans from other European countries or
from other parts of America. To accommodate these non-Catholics, Saint Louis
Cemetery #1 added a Protestant section at the rear of the cemetery.
The Protestant section of Saint Louis Cemetery #1 is very different from the rest
of the cemetery. The burials have understated grave markers in stark contrast to the more
extravagant markers and mausoleums of the Catholic section of the cemetery. In this
section of the cemetery, the deceased are buried in the ground and covered with layers of
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brick and heavy plaques placed on top of the grave so the coffin cannot come to the
surface.50 According to some tour guides, during the rainy season, before modern
drainage methods were used, banging sounds could be heard from these graves as the
floating coffins hit the bottoms of the brick layers.51
When Saint Louis Cemetery #1 was established on August 14, 1789, the cemetery
occupied a large city block bordered by Rampart, Treme, Conti, and Saint Louis Streets.
In 1795, the Spanish, in an attempt to encourage commerce, dug the Carondelet Canal
along with a turning basin. This project also resulted in the destruction of the earliest
portion of Saint Louis Cemetery #1 with the building of Basin Street. Later, a railroad
line was added along Basin Street. Today, Saint Louis Cemetery #1 is approximately
half of its original size.52 The map in Figure #10 shows the locations of both Cemetery #1
and #2.
Along with the distinction of being the oldest surviving cemetery in New Orleans,
Saint Louis Cemetery #1 was the first New Orleans cemetery to practice above-ground
burials.53 Above-ground burials are thought by many to have primarily been a solution
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Figure #10: Map show location of Saint Louis Cemetery #1 and #2. Map from Google
Maps.

to the problem of burying the dead in a region with an extremely low water table. There
are many accounts of coffins and human remains being washed down the city streets
during heavy rain storms, although these stories have never been authenticated and are
assumed to be rumors. Some families would line coffins with rocks to weigh them down
so their loved ones would not float to the surface. Sometimes holes were even drilled
into the bottoms of coffins so they would fill up with water, ensuring they would remain
buried.54
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While the practice of above-ground burials served a practical purpose in that the
dead remained buried, or in this case interred, the tradition of above-ground burials has
long been considered more cultural than practical. Above-ground burials can be seen
throughout much of Latin America and Mediterranean Europe and had their roots in
Spain and France where above-ground tombs are the norm. Originally settled and ruled
by France and later governed by and Spain, New Orleans and the surrounding areas of
Louisiana embraced the customs of these countries, while at the same time resolving the
problems surrounding in-ground burials.55 In other parts of America, which were settled
by other European countries, such as Great Britain and Germany, above-ground burials
were extremely uncommon, except in the case of the very wealthy.56
Another advantage to the above-ground burials and part of their appeal is their
capability to save space in an area where the availability of space is limited. Many
aboveground tombs can hold multiple remains, not only conserving much needed space
but also being cost effective. One mausoleum can contain the remains of many
generations of a single family. In eighteenth century Europe, many countries were faced
with cemetery overcrowding. While Spain and France conserved space with aboveground
burials, England continued in-ground burials. As a result, England still faces a shortage
of burial space today, and has begun encouraging cremation.57
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Saint Louis Cemetery #2
As New Orleans grew and more people migrated to the city, the need for
additional cemetery space increased. Since the city had grown around Saint Louis
Cemetery, city leaders were concerned about the possibility of epidemics caused by
exposure to the dead. By 1820 the New Orleans City Council, believing that diseases
such as Yellow Fever and Cholera were spread by miasmas, or vapors, coming from the
decaying bodies in the cemetery, decided that a new cemetery was necessary. 58 In
August 1823 the archdiocese established a new cemetery, Saint Louis Cemetery #2, four
blocks from Cemetery #1 (see Fig. 10) on land gifted to the Church by the city. Unlike
Saint Louis Cemetery #1, which is comprised of one city block, Saint Louis Cemetery #2
was comprised of four city blocks (now three blocks) and was at the time on the outskirts
of the city.59
Saint Louis #2 was originally made up of four adjoining city blocks from Canal
Street to Saint Louis Street. The block adjacent to Canal Street was sold to Increase
Stoddard Wood, a local businessman in 1845.60 The city council argued that the sale of
the block at Canal Street was justified since it was too close to the city’s residents and
posed a health risk. They annulled the city’s gift of land to the Catholic Church and sold
the property to Mr. Wood for $11,400 dollars in March 1846.61
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Unlike Saint Louis Cemetery #1, the mausoleums in Cemetery #2 are arranged in
orderly rows, although still very crowded. The orderliness of the tombs can be attributed
to Antione Phillip LeRiche, a Paris-born architect appointed by the Church as inspector
of the cemeteries. In 1824 he was hired by the Church to build thirty tombs for whites
and thirty tombs for blacks.62
In addition to the tombs constructed by LeRiche, Cemetery #2, like Cemetery #1,
is home to a wide variety of tombs including several large society tombs, family
mausoleums, and individual tombs, as well as wall vaults that make up three sides of the
cemetery’s outer wall. Again, like Cemetery #1, it is the final resting place of a wide
variety of New Orleans residents including the rich and poor alike, as well as black and
white.

Saint Louis Cemetery #3
In 1854 the Saint Louis cemeteries again expanded with the establishment of
Saint Louis Cemetery #3. Located on Esplanade Avenue, and shown in Figure #11,
Cemetery #3 is by far the largest of the three Saint Louis cemeteries, sees the most use in
terms of new interments, and until recently, housed the management office of the Saint
Louis cemeteries.63
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Figure #11: Saint Louis Cemetery #3. Map from Google Maps.

Saint Louis Cemetery #3 is built on a site that, during the eighteenth century, was
known as “Leper’s Land.”64 This was where the city’s lepers were exiled and then buried
by order of then Governor Galvez. The tombs of Cemetery #3 sit on top of the leper’s
graveyard.65 Its establishment in 1854 was only a year after the most devastating Yellow
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Fever epidemic in New Orleans history. As a result, Cemetery #3 was immediately put
to use with its corridors quickly becoming crowded with tombs.
Upon entering Cemetery #3, visitors are greeted with wide paved avenues lined
with tombs that, like Cemeteries #1 and #2, range in size from the large society tombs to
individual tombs and wall vaults. The wide aisles, which are named after various saints,
give the cemetery an open, uncrowded appearance.
Unlike Cemeteries #1 and #2, which have had the city crowd in around them from
all sides, Cemetery #3 is bordered by Esplanade Avenue, a broad, tree lined roadway.
Also adjacent to Cemetery #3 is Bayou St John, a waterway linking the City with Lake
Pontchatrain that was instrumental in the settling of New Orleans.66 The area
surrounding the cemetery includes City Park, The Fairgrounds, schools, and singlefamily homes. All of this adds to the open feel of the cemetery.

Types of Burials
Mark Twain wrote, in Life On The Mississippi, “There is no architecture in New
Orleans except in the cemeteries.”67 The architecture of the New Orleans cemeteries, and
specifically the Saint Louis Cemeteries, are reflections of the mingling of cultures found
here. Some of the architectural styles found in the cemeteries are Gothic Revival,
Egyptian Revival, Byzantine, and Baroque.
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New Orleans’ cemeteries have five types of graves, each with very different
architectural features. They are the wall vault, the family tomb, the stepped tomb, the
coping tomb, and the society tomb.

Wall Vaults
In New Orleans, the walls surrounding the cemeteries have two purposes. The
first is to keep out vandals and grave robbers. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
valuables were stolen from graves and bodies were stolen for use in medical research.
The second purpose of the wall is as a less expensive method of interment.
Wall vaults are built and maintained by the cemetery. The vault space can be
purchased or leased from the church with the closure tablet purchased and maintained by
the family of the interred. Since vaults are much cheaper than mausoleums some will
elect to purchase a wall vault. In the case of multiple interments in a single vault, this can
be done if enough time has passed since the previous interment. Typically in New
Orleans, the rule followed is one year and one day. For multiple interments, after the
passing of the appropriate amount of time, the closure tablet is removed, the brick and
plaster layer behind the tablet is broken, and whatever remains of the casket is removed.
The human remains are removed from the casket and are pushed to the side or the rear of
the vault, leaving room for the new casket. The old casket is then either discarded or
burned. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was believed that if the
deceased died from Yellow Fever or any other infectious disease, the casket could still
spread the disease. In this case the casket was burned.68
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Wall vaults can also be rented for short term interments. Most family

mausoleums can hold the remains of several people. However, the one year and one day
rule still applies to these family tombs. If the appropriate amount of time has not elapsed
between deaths, which often happened during times of epidemics, a wall vault could be
rented until such time as the casket can be moved to the family tomb.
Wall vaults are also referred to as “oven vaults” primarily because of the barrel
like shape similar to a baking oven. Since embalming was typically not performed in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, these vaults often acted like ovens, helped along by
New Orleans’ excessive heat and high humidity, quickly breaking down the decomposing
body.69 Examples of some of the wall vaults found in the Saint Louis Cemeteries can be
seen in Figures #12-14.

Figure #12: Saint Louis Cemetery #1 wall vaults. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.
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Figure #13: Saint Louis Cemetery #2 wall vaults. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Figure #14: Saint Louis Cemetery #3 wall vaults. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.
62

Family Tombs
The family tomb is the most common type of burial in the Saint Louis
Cemeteries. These mausoleums are built on land purchased in the cemetery and are
custom designed and built by the family. This explains the wide array of architectural
styles found throughout the cemeteries. Each tomb is individually built with many
including hand-carved features such as statues, figurines, and designs. Some of these
works of art are even signed by the engraver, much like artists signs their paintings. 70
Most of the tombs are made of brick and covered with a limestone plaster, then painted
with a limestone wash. Some are constructed of marble or concrete. The family tombs
vary in size and in the number of vaults. The typical family tombs have two vaults,
although some do have only one. Some of the larger family tombs have many more.
Under the tomb is a pit called a caveau.71 This pit is an ossuary where the previous
remains are placed to make room for a new burial.72
In a two-vault tomb, the casket is placed in the upper vault. When the tomb needs
to be used again, the casket in the top vault is moved to the lower vault. This practice is
especially important if the appropriate amount of time has not elapsed since the previous
burial. After one year and one day, the lower vault is opened, the casket discarded, and
the human remains put in the caveau below the tomb. The casket in the upper vault is
then moved to the lower vault, leaving the upper vault ready for its next occupant.73
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Together with Louisiana law requiring parents to leave their estates, including cemetery
plots, to their children, this practice allows a family tomb to be used over and over for
many generations.
Family tombs often appear similar to the buildings found throughout the city.
Many have wrought iron fences and gates, chimneys, and rain gutters. The walkways
through the cemetery are paved with clam shells, which was a common practice on the
walkways in the city. Cast iron benches, provided by the church in the nineteenth
century, are available for rest while visiting the cemetery. Today in New Orleans, these
cast iron benches can be purchased and are still called cemetery furniture.74 Examples of
family tombs are illustrated below in Figures #15-17.

Figure #15: Saint Louis Cemetery #1, family tombs. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.
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Figure #16: Saint Louis Cemetery #2, Family
Tomb. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Figure #17: Saint Louis Cemetery #3, Family Tombs. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015
65

Stepped Tombs
Stepped tombs are some of the oldest tombs in the Saint Louis Cemeteries. The
name comes from the step-like sides of the tomb. In a stepped tomb, the casket is laid on
top of a low brick foundation. Bricks are then stacked around the casket in a triangular
shape, forming the step pattern. Unfortunately, the stepped tomb is more subject to
sinking than the family tomb since it is used only once and there is no caveau underneath
it. The caveau acts as a stabilizer, distributing the weight of the tomb around a wider
foundation. There are few of these stepped tombs left and those that remain are only
found in Saint Louis Cemetery #1.75 Figure #18 shows the restored stepped tomb of
Antoine Bonabel, who died in 1800. Figure #19 shows an unmarked brick stepped tomb.

Figure #18: Saint Louis Cemetery #1,
Restored Stepped Tomb of Antoine Bonabel,
Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.
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Figure #19: Saint Louis Cemetery #1,
Unmarked Brick Stepped Tomb.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Coping Tombs
Coping tombs are raised plots framed by either stone, brick, cinder block, or
plaster. By 1854 they had taken the place of stepped tombs. The frames can be up to
three feet high. The framed area is filled in with soil enabling the casket to be buried in a
shallow chamber. This also allows for multiple burials in a small area.76 Although there
is not as much room in a coping tomb as that found in an above-ground family tomb, it
can accommodate multiple burials. When the wooden casket deteriorates, the skeletal
remains can be pushed aside, making room for another casket.77 The coping tomb shown
in Figure #20 shows three burials in the same amount of space as a single stepped tomb.
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Figure #20: Saint Louis Cemetery #3 Coping Tomb with three chambers. Photo by
Donna Mann, 2015.
Society Tombs
Society tombs are the largest and most impressive tombs in the Saint Louis
Cemeteries. These large tombs were owned by organizations known as Benevolent
Associations. Although the popularity of Benevolent Associations decreased in the
nineteenth century, these organizations played an important role in New Orleans society.
Benevolent Associations helped defray members’ medical costs, and provided financial
assistance to widows and orphans. However, the main purpose of Benevolent
Associations was to ensure interment in a consecrated cemetery.78
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Benevolent Associations typically formed around people in specific professions,
fraternal orders, or religions. The most prevalent associations were for individuals in
particular ethnic immigrant groups.
Society tombs were able to accommodate multiple vaults. The Italian Society
tomb in Saint Louis Cemetery #1, for example, contains twenty-four vaults. Following
the one year and one day formula for interments, in one century, the tomb could contain
the remains of as many as 2,400 individuals.
While some society tombs are plain brick and stucco-covered structures, others,
such as the Italian Society tomb, can be very ornate. The Italian Society tomb,
recognized by many people as the location of the hallucinogenic drug scene in the movie
Easy Rider, is covered in Italian marble, with several decorative carvings. After the
release of Easy Rider, tomb owners were outraged that this was filmed in a Catholic
cemetery. Since that time, the archdiocese has permitted only approved documentaries to
be filmed in the Saint Louis Cemeteries.
Most of the society tombs are no longer in use today, however, in the nineteenth
century they illustrated the diversity of the city. In addition to the Italian Society Tomb,
there is the Portuguese Society Tomb, the Dieu Nous Protégé Society Tomb for people of
African descent, The Cervantes Society Tomb for those from Spain, and the Orleans
Battalion of Artillery Society Tomb for veterans of the Battle of New Orleans.79
Figure #21 illustrates the ornateness of the Italian Society Tomb and Figure #22 shows
the plain, simple design of one of the smaller society tombs.
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Figure #21: Saint Louis #1, Italian Society Tomb. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.
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Figure #22: Saint Louis #1. Society Tomb, Unmarked. Photo by
Donna Mann, 2015.

The People of the Saint Louis Cemeteries
When walking through any of the Saint Louis Cemeteries, visitors encounter the
final resting place of many of the most prominent citizens in New Orleans history as well
as the not so prominent. Buried in these tombs are the remains of the rich and the poor,
the famous and the infamous, those that died in battle and those that died battling disease.
Citizens from all walks of life are buried here, telling the story of New Orleans.
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Among the many tombs in Saint Louis Cemetery #1, the oldest marked grave is
the stepped tomb of Antoine Bonabel, who died on February 5, 1800 (see fig. 16). One
of the more unusual tombs is the pyramid-shaped tomb of the Varney family. This tomb
originally was at the center of the cemetery, but with the building of Basin Street, it now
sits at the front entrance, one of the first tombs seen by visitors. Eliza Lewis Claiborne,
the wife of the first Louisiana Governor, and her daughter, Cornelia, are buried in
Cemetery #1, both succumbing to Yellow Fever on the same day.
Near the Conti Street wall, the tomb of Homer Plessy can be found. Plessy, who
was one-eighth black, challenged the laws requiring separate railroad cars for blacks and
whites. He took his case all the way to the Supreme Court in 1896 and lost. Plessy vs.
Ferguson established the precedent for “separate but equal” and was not overturned until
Brown vs Board of Education in 1954.80
The Protestant section of Cemetery #1 includes a plaque commemorating
Benjamin Henry Latrobe, a nationally acclaimed architect. Latrobe came to New Orleans
to design Governor Claiborne’s tomb in the Protestant section of the cemetery. Latrobe
was fascinated by the tombs in the Catholic section of the cemetery and eventually
designed some of them. He died of Yellow Fever in 1820. In 1822, a Protestant
cemetery was built on Girod Street. Many of the Protestants buried in Cemetery #1 were
disinterred and moved to the Girod Street Cemetery, including Latrobe, leaving an area
of green space in the cemetery. In 1957, the Girod Street Cemetery was deconsecrated
and the remains were moved again. With multiple moves, cemetery officials lost track of
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Latrobe’s remains, and today, their location remains a mystery. There is no Latrobe tomb
to remember this historic figure, only a plaque placed on a wall in the Protestant section
of Cemetery #1 (fig. 23).81

Figure #23: Saint Louis Cemetery #1, Benjamin Latrobe
plaque. Photo by Donna Mann, 2014.

The most famous (or infamous) tomb in Cemetery #1 is the tomb of acclaimed
Voodoo Queen, Marie Laveau. Visitors to Cemetery #1 often mark the tomb with three
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Xs for good luck or power, and leave trinkets as gifts for Ms. Laveau’s spirit. This
practice has led to extensive damage to the tomb.82 Recently, the tomb was so badly
damaged by vandals that it had to be restored. Before the stucco had fully dried, vandals
were again marking the tomb with Xs. Figure #24 shows Marie Laveau’s tomb in 2014,
before restoration, and Figure #25 shows the tomb in 2015 right after the restoration.

Figure #24: Saint Louis Cemetery #1, tomb of Marie Laveau.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2014
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Figure #25: Saint Louis Cemetery #1, tomb of Marie Laveau
after restoration. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

The tombs of Saint Louis Cemetery #2 include several notable New Orleans
figures, such as General Jean Baptiste Plauche, a hero of the Battle on New Orleans;
Senator Pierre Soule, Ambassador to Spain and Confederate provost marshal; and
General Oscar J. Dunn, of whom it was written, “Intrepid warrior on land and sea; In a
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hundred combats showed his valor; This new bayard, without reproach or fear; Could
have witnessed the ending of the world without trembling.”83
The tombs of Saint Louis Cemetery #3 include Ernest J. Bellocq, a New Orleans
photographer best known for his photos of “working girls” in New Orleans’ red light
district of “Storyville”, the LaCroix tomb, which features an iron gate depicting a willow
tree, the only one if its kind in a New Orleans cemetery; Valcour Aime, owner of one of
America’s largest sugar plantations; and Antoine Michoud, U.S. Consul to Italy.84
All Saints’ Day
One of the most important days on the calendar for the Saint Louis Cemeteries is
All Saints’ Day, celebrated each year on November 1. Dating back to the times of pagan
Rome, by the end of the thirteenth century All Saints’ Day was an established Catholic
celebration. Today, for Catholics, All Saints’ Day remains a holy day of obligation. 85
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in New Orleans, in the days
leading up to All Saints’ Day, families went to the cemeteries to clean the family tombs.
The tombs were painted and any necessary repairs were made. The weeds would be
pulled and fresh flowers either planted or placed in vases. When All Saints’ Day arrived,
vendors could be found outside the cemetery walls selling food, drinks, and fresh flowers
from the French Market. After Mass, the clergy would lead a procession to the
cemeteries for the blessing of the graves. Here, families remembered loved ones,
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greeting friends and reuniting with other family members, some not seen since last year’s
ceremonies.86 Today, families still gather at the cemeteries after Mass for the blessing of
the graves on All Saints’ Day. They lay flowers and clean the tombs, but more
importantly, they remember and pay tribute to their loved ones.87

However, with many

families either having long since died or moved away, most of the tombs are left alone,
succumbing to the ravages of time.

The Saint Louis Cemeteries Today
A walk through the Saint Louis Cemeteries is like a walk through the history and
culture of New Orleans itself. At a time when most of the country engaged in the near
total separation of the races, the Saint Louis Cemeteries welcomed all - black, white, and
mixed races. The cemeteries, through the stories of the people buried there, contain the
story of New Orleans and its history; the stories of pirates and politicians; the stories of
war heroes and Voodoo; and the stories of prosperity and devastation.
The architecture in the Saint Louis Cemeteries reflects of the rich heritage of the
Spanish and French settlers. Hand-carved statues and figures, and intricate iron-work
throughout the cemeteries are examples of the artistry of the New Orleans culture. The
cemeteries portray this culture of the city in a way unique to New Orleans.
Today, the stories that the Saint Louis Cemeteries can tell us and their portrayal of
the rich culture of New Orleans are at risk of disappearing. As time passes, more and
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more of the inscriptions carved into tomb closure tablets are wearing away. Tombs are
becoming more unstable and deteriorated with each passing year.
Cemetery #1, with its popularity as a tourist attraction, and being the oldest of the
three cemeteries, has benefitted from these distinctions and received some preservation
attention. The Dead Space Project, Save Our Cemeteries, and the archdiocese have made
an effort to preserve some of the most at-risk tombs. Even with this intervention, the
cemetery still shows extensive deterioration.
Cemetery #2 is in the worst condition in respect to deterioration. Many of the
tombs are abandoned, some with conditions already beyond repair or restoration.
Although improved with the closing of the Iberville low-income housing project, the high
crime rate of the surrounding area discourages even the people who have loved ones
buried there from visiting. However, with restricted access to Cemetery #1, the number
of visitors to Cemetery #2 has increased. Unfortunately, these additional visitors can also
bring with it increased damage. Even with aggressive intervention, much of Cemetery #2
may be lost.88
Cemetery #3 is the newest and in the best condition of the three. This appearance
may be due to its layout. The avenues through the cemetery are much wider than
cemeteries #1 and #2, giving the overall impression of openness and space. However,
there still remains many nineteenth century tombs that are abandoned or neglected. Like
its two companions, Cemetery #3, even with its appearance of relative newness, is in
need of preservation efforts to protect its future.
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CHAPTER V
CHALLENGES THAT FACE THE SAINT LOUIS CEMETERIES
Throughout their long history, the Saint Louis Cemeteries have been subjected to
and impacted by abandonment, vandalism, neglect, improper maintenance and repair, a
harsh climate, tourism, insufficient funding, little or no room for expansion, and the
ravages of time. While some are more obvious than others, all of these issues are
reflected in the current condition of the cemeteries. Most historic cemeteries deal with
these and similar issues, but many of the challenges faced by the Saint Louis Cemeteries
are unique to them and to New Orleans.

Abandonment
All three of the Saint Louis Cemeteries contain tombs that have been abandoned.
Abandoned tombs such as that shown in Figure #26 can be found throughout the
cemeteries, many times located right next to a tomb that has been lovingly maintained.
According to Sherri Peppo, the Executive Director of the New Orleans Catholic
Cemeteries, abandonment is the most serious threat to the cemeteries.89
Tombs are often abandoned when the family that built the tomb has moved out of
the area or all family members have died and there is no one left to care for the tomb.
This can happen slowly over time or brought on by a catastrophic event. As happened
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after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, many people did not return to New Orleans, leaving their
homes and family tombs behind. New Orleans also has been subjected to many
devastating epidemics including Yellow Fever, Small Pox, and Cholera. These diseases
often resulted in the deaths of entire families, leaving no one to be responsible for the
family tombs.
In other instances, the remaining family has no interest in the tomb or lacks the
money to maintain or restore a tomb. The tomb is allowed to deteriorate, and new
interments are discontinued. Although New Orleans is a city that generally embraces
tradition, some may find the old ways of burials is not for them. New burial or funeral
practices may be more appealing. For example, cremation has become more popular in
recent decades. While at one time prohibited by the Catholic Church, cremation has been
allowed since 1989.90
Some family members do not even know that there is a family tomb in one of the
cemeteries. In cases where it has been several decades since the last burial, the family
tomb may have been forgotten. For DeVonde Clemence, it was a surprise when, after
conducting extensive genealogical research, he found that his family had a tomb in Saint
Louis Cemetery #2. Mr. Clemence lived in New Orleans as a child, joined the U.S. Air
Force, and spent most of his adult years in Maryland. He had no idea that his family had
a tomb with burials dating to 1834. Until he discovered it, that tomb had been considered
abandoned.
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Other tombs are abandoned intentionally with the remains disinterred and
reinterred in a new tomb in another cemetery. The reasons for this vary. Some may want
to build a new tomb rather than repair or use the old one and there is no room at the
current cemetery. This can happen when family members are estranged and do not want
to be buried along with those already buried. As the city grew around the Saint Louis
Cemeteries, especially #1 and #2, some families moved the remains of their loved ones to
cemeteries with easier access for visitors. Cemetery #3 and other, newer cemeteries, such
as Metairie, were also in better neighborhoods, away from the low-income housing
projects, Interstate 10, and the infamous Storyville, which sat between Saint Louis
Cemeteries #1 and #2. Easy access and a safer environment made these alternative
cemeteries more desirable places to bury and visit loved ones.
Since the tombs are the private property of the family, unless a tomb is
particularly significant, the church does not intervene when tombs become abandoned.
Over time, these abandoned tombs continue to deteriorate, falling more and more into a
state of disrepair.91 Like the preservation of any structure, without on-going use and
attention, it is reclaimed by nature.
The Saint Louis Cemeteries do not have a specific policy in place to address the
abandoned tombs. Unlike the municipal cemeteries in Savannah, Georgia, which take
over responsibility for the conservation of historic abandoned tombs, the New Orleans
Catholic Cemeteries do not protect the abandoned tombs in their cemeteries except in the
case of particularly significant tombs. They do allow volunteer groups such as Save Our
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Cemeteries to restore abandoned tombs, however, they do not supply any funding for
such restoration. The volunteer group is responsible for all restoration funding including
any grant requests and applications.92

Figure #26: Saint Louis Cemetery #2, abandoned
tomb. Photo by Donna Mann 2014.

Vandalism
The vandalism that takes place today in the Saint Louis Cemeteries is primarily to
the tombs themselves. Vandals mark the tombs and damage the statuary, sometimes
breaking off pieces. The stone or marble closure tablets mounted on the tombs are
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broken or smashed by vandals or they steal the pieces that have been broken or damaged
by time. On occasion, tombs are broken into, revealing the remains inside.
Trash such as soda and beer cans are left throughout the cemeteries, even inside
tombs that have been broken into or are open from neglect or abandonment. It is
suspected that the tomb shown in Figure #26 at one time had a homeless person sleeping
in it.93 The homeless sleeping or living in tombs can also put the archdiocese at risk of
increase liability, through possible injury to homeless persons or homeless persons
injuring or accosting visitors.
The tomb of Voodoo Queen Marie Laveau has been a near constant target of
vandals. Whether from tourists who think it is a novelty act or part of a tradition, or those
that break into the cemetery after hours bent on destruction, the defacing of her tomb is
not only vandalism but it is also disrespectful of the dead. On the opposite side of the
cemetery from Marie Laveau’s tomb is an unmarked tomb that is covered with X’s. This
tomb, referred to as the false tomb of the Voodoo Queen is not related to Voodoo at all.94
When tourists see the groups of three X’s, and having heard the story of Marie Laveau,
they too leave their marks and trinkets, sometimes taking away a brick for a souvenir.
Figure #27 shows the false Marie Laveau tomb, illustrating the destruction it has endured.
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Figure #27: Saint Louis Cemetery #1, False Marie Laveau tomb.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2014.

In an attempt to curb the vandalism at its cemeteries, the New Orleans Catholic
Cemeteries has increased security as well as added security cameras throughout the
cemeteries. Unfortunately, most of the security cameras have been stolen. Recently,
after a series of very serious incidents of vandalism that included human skeletal remains
found on one of the pathways in Cemetery #1 and the tomb of Marie Laveau being totally
covered in pink latex paint, the cemetery management made the decision to limit public
access to Saint Louis Cemetery #1. As of March 1, 2015, with the exception of family
members and researchers, the public can only access Cemetery #1 with a registered tour
group. While this new policy was at first criticized, the positive results were immediately
visible. There is much less trash found in the cemetery since the Marie Laveau tomb was
restored, and the vandalism to her tomb has been greatly reduced.95
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As yet, there are no plans to implement the same limited access policies to
Cemeteries #2 and #3. Cemetery #2 sees much less traffic in the way of tourists, possibly
because it is located in what is considered an unsafe area of the city. Cemetery #3 does
have some tourist interest with tour buses stopping there throughout the day, however not
as much as Cemetery #1. Cemetery #3 is also the most active of the three cemeteries
with respect to new burials. With the added activity of funerals, visitors and the openness
of the cemetery, vandalism is not as serious a problem as with Cemetery #1.96

Neglect
Similar to abandonment, many of the tombs in the Saint Louis Cemetery suffer
the effects of neglect. Typically, when a tomb has been unused with no new interments
and no maintenance for a specific number of years, it is then considered abandoned. In
the case of the municipal cemeteries in Savannah, this happens after seventy years. The
Saint Louis Cemeteries do not have a specified time frame for abandoned classification.
Until that time, tombs are considered neglected.
The effect of neglect on the tombs of the Saint Louis Cemeteries is not a new
phenomenon. In 1900, A. G. Durno, a local columnist, wrote of Saint Louis Cemetery
#1, “Many of the tombs are empty and falling into pieces, the tablets gone, or so worn by
winter’s storms and summer’s heats that the inscriptions are no longer legible.”97 As
other cemeteries, such as Lafayette and Metairie, became more popular, interments at
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Saint Louis Cemeteries decreased. As a result, visitations and maintenance also
decreased. Without regular maintenance, the tombs began to crumble.
A significant contributing factor in the popularity of Lafayette and Metairie
cemeteries and the decreased interments in Saint Louis Cemeteries #1 and #2 was the
building of Storyville. After the Louisiana Purchase, and through most of the nineteenth
century, New Orleans grew from a small French outpost to an international seaport.
Along with a growth in shipping, there was growth in prostitution, with red light districts
all throughout the city. Residents concerned about not only morality but also about
property values demanded that something be done. The solution came in 1897, with an
ordinance proposed by Alderman Sidney Story that decriminalized prostitution in one
area of the city and made it illegal in the rest of the city. That area of decriminalization,
called Storyville, and named after Alderman Story, was located from Basin Street,
adjacent Saint Louis Cemetery #1, and extended to Cemetery #2 (fig. 28). Later, in the
1930s much of Storyville was destroyed to make room for the Iberville housing project.98

Saint Louis
Cemetery #2
Storyville
Saint Louis Cemetery
#1

Figure #28: Storyville, 1914. Photo from storyvilledistrictnola.com.99
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With Storyville’s and then the Iberville housing project’s proximity to the Saint
Louis Cemeteries, many people no longer felt safe visiting them. People stopped coming
to the cemeteries to care for their family tombs. Eventually, the cemetery began to suffer
the effects of neglect.
Today, 115 years after A. G. Duron wrote of the decay of Saint Louis Cemetery
#1, his description still applies. Caused by a lack of maintenance and little periodic
repair, many of the tombs in all three of the Saint Louis Cemeteries continue to decay.100
However, this is less prevalent in Cemetery #3. Many people still feel it is unsafe to visit
Cemeteries #1 and #2. Hotel concierges tell guests that it is dangerous to visit Cemetery
#1 unless with a tour group (now required) and not to visit Cemetery #2 at all since many
have been robbed.101
The neglect of the Saint Louis Cemetery tombs is illustrated below (figs. 29-30).
The three-vault tomb in Figure #29 is located in Cemetery #1. It shows cracking and
crumbling of the stucco, and holes in the brickwork covering the vault openings, and the
whole structure is leaning to one side, sinking into the damp earth.
Located in Cemetery #2, the tomb in Figure #30 shows extensive deterioration to
the roof and sides of the structure. The tablet has either fallen off or was never replaced
after the last interment. Rather than closed with brick, the vault was closed with concrete
or mortar, modern materials not appropriate for a tomb of this age. The area surrounding
the tomb is strewn with debris falling from the tomb. The loose, broken bricks, tablet,
and debris are not only unsightly, they are targets for vandals and souvenir hunters.
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Figure #29: Saint Louis Cemetery #1.
Tomb damaged by neglect. Photo by
Donna Mann, 2014

Figure #30: Saint Louis Cemetery #2.
Tomb damaged by neglect.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2014.

Improper Maintenance and Repair
Most of the tombs in the Saint Louis Cemeteries have been constructed from local
made brick which, even at the time, was very soft. The structures were then covered with
stucco and painted with a limestone wash. Because of excessive moisture in the ground
beneath the surface which soaks into the brick structures, the stucco coating on the tombs
and the limestone wash allows the moisture to escape, extending the life of the soft brick.
For proper maintenance, the limestone wash is reapplied as often as every year or two,
with the stucco replaced as needed.102 Whether it is the owner of the tomb, outside
contractors, or church personnel, care must be taken when repairing and maintaining
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these historic tombs. In some cases, whatever materials were handy were used to repair
tombs. As shown in Figure #31, caulk and mortar have been used in some instances.

Figure #31: Saint Louis Cemetery #1. Tomb repaired with caulk
and mortar. Photo by Donna Mann, 2014.

When cleaning tombs it is important to consider the materials used. In most
cases, the best cleanser is just water. When cleaning marble surfaces, which is also a soft
stone, it is important not to use chemicals that will damage the marble. An example of
the misuse of cleaning materials on marble is with the Italian Society tomb in Cemetery
#1. Considered the most impressive of the society tombs, the Italian Society tomb was
covered in marble imported from Italy. Workers at some point used bleach to clean the
marble. The bleach was absorbed into the marble and caused a chemical reaction
resulting in a deterioration process called “sugaring,” leaving a loose sand-like surface on
the marble that can be brushed off. Until the bleach is removed from marble, a very
expensive process that requires professional intervention by an experienced stone
89

preservationist, the “sugaring,” will continue and the marble will continue to deteriorate
(fig. 32).103

Figure #32: Sugaring effect on the Italian Society tomb in
Cemetery #1. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Harsh Climate
New Orleans’ climate is sub-tropical. Most of the year it is very hot with the
temperature regularly reaching 100 degrees Fahrenheit or more in the summer. The
winter months are cooler with temperatures falling into the fifties and sixties. All year
the humidity is typically very high. These conditions take a significant toll on the
cemeteries. The intense heat combined with the moisture and humidity can cause
cracking or peeling of the stucco and contributes to mold and bacterial growth.104 Figure
#33 shows that even on a tomb that has been restored, continued, ongoing maintenance is
required to control bacterial growth.
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.
Figure # 33: Saint Louis Cemetery #1. Tomb that
was restored in 1997 showing the extent of bacerial
growth. Photo by Donna Mann, 2014.

Hurricane Katrina
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 is the most extreme example of the New Orleans
region’s harsh weather conditions. A Category 3 hurricane when it reached land, Katrina
was the third strongest hurricane to come ashore in United States history. When the
levies protecting New Orleans broke, 80 percent of the city saw massive flooding.
However, the Saint Louis Cemeteries survived the hurricane relatively unscathed.
Cemetery #1, along with the French Quarter section of the city, saw the least amount of
flooding since this part of the city sits above sea level. Cemetery #2 saw the worst
flooding. With the exception of a collection of debris, the Saint Louis Cemeteries had
very little damage from the hurricane. Some parts of Cemetery #2 still have reminders of
the hurricane with gray and brown stains showing the level of the water before it
91

receded.105 However, the tombs of the Saint Louis Cemeteries remained standing,
continuing to protect their occupants.

Tourism
For historic cemeteries, tourism can be both a blessing and a curse. This is
particularly true for the Saint Louis Cemeteries. While tourism brings in much needed
revenue and promotes awareness for the Cemeteries, it also brings with it vandalism,
wear and tear on the cemetery pathways, and can disrupt funeral proceedings.
Of the three cemeteries, Saint Louis Cemetery #1 sees the most tourism. It is the
oldest of the three cemeteries, is located in close proximity to the French Quarter, and is
home to Marie Laveau’s tomb. Conditions have improved since the limits on public
access have been put in place to curb the vandalism and trash at the cemetery. The
church does not receive money from each of the guided tours but the tour companies
must pay an annual registration fee that helps defray the added costs for security and help
with maintenance.106
There are some guided tours at Cemetery #2 but there are few individual tourist
found there. This is primarily the result of its location near public housing projects and
Interstate 10. However, according to Crime Mapping.com, a website that tracks crime
statistics, during the month of September, 2015 there were 250 crimes reported in a two
mile radius around Cemeteries #1 and #2; only eight of these were within a four block
radius of the two cemeteries. Most of the crimes reported for September were located in
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the French Quarter section of the city.107
Cemetery #3 is located farther from the French Quarter, near City Park and the
New Orleans Museum of Art. Throughout the day, tour buses bring visitors to the
cemetery where they wander among the tombs, sometime guided, other times
independently. Since Cemetery #3 is still a very active cemetery with new interments
often taking place, tourists many times infringe on the privacy of mourners. So far, this
is a problem the church has not been able to resolve. The church would like to keep the
cemetery open to the public but need to find a balance between the privacy of funeral
goers and respecting the cemetery as a sacred space and allowing access to those who
want to use the cemetery for recreation.108

Limited Funding and Space
Like most cemeteries, the primary source of revenue for the Saint Louis
Cemeteries is the sale of cemetery plots for new burials. However, Cemeteries #1 and #2
are nearly at full capacity. Cemetery #3 does still have a fairly large amount of space
available for the building of new tombs. As a result, this revenue source is not only
limited, but does not provide the necessary revenue to sustain the maintenance
requirements of the three cemeteries.109
Since the tombs at the Saint Louis Cemeteries are able to accommodate multiple
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burials, the archdiocese does receive some income from burials to existing tombs. This is
not, however, enough to fund and maintain the cemeteries.110 When the Marie Laveau
tomb was severely vandalized in 2014 and the Archdiocese wanted to restore it, there
were not sufficient funds for the project.111 The restoration of the tomb was delayed until
a fundraising campaign was able to raise the needed money. This was accomplished
primarily through donations to Save Our Cemeteries, who worked with the archdiocese
on the restoration project.112
With limited funding, the Saint Louis Cemeteries are less able to respond to
unexpected situations requiring immediate intervention. Like the Marie Laveau tomb
restoration, revenue restraints can result in the delay of needed repairs and restorations.
Perpetual Care funds at Saint Louis Cemeteries use only the interest gained, with
the principal remaining in a bank account. The interest earned on these accounts pay for
only the minimal amount of care, such as cleaning and lawn-care for the perpetual care
tombs.113 Extensive restorations, are the responsibility of the families or, in the case of
particularly significant tombs, the archdiocese may intervene. However, the funds for
this intervention will usually require some sort of fundraising campaign.
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Conclusions
The factors outlined in this chapter often join together to play a role in impacting
the preservation of the Saint Louis Cemeteries. Neglected tombs are often eventually
abandoned. The harsh climate in New Orleans and the region can exacerbate the effects
of neglect and abandonment. Improper or inadequate repairs and maintenance can be
made worse when neglected and not remedied. The effects of neglect and abandonment
are made worse by vandalism. And tourism is often, though not always, the source of
vandalism. Limited space for new tombs results in limited new income. These issues
require strategies that will address not one or two but all of them to successfully ensure
the future of the Saint Louis Cemeteries.
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CHAPTER VI
STRATEGIES TO ENSURE THE FUTURE OF THE SAINT LOUIS
CEMETERIES
The Saint Louis Cemeteries, like the owners of most historic cemeteries, wrestle
with how best to preserve what remains of these once and still grand landscapes and
whether preservation is even possible. Municipal cemeteries struggle with if, or how
many, taxpayer dollars should be spent on cemetery preservation. Church-owned
cemeteries must decide if church funds should be spent on cemetery preservation or other
causes that may be deemed more important by both church officials and members.
Privately owned cemeteries, both for-profit and non-profit, must find ways to preserve
their cemeteries while still being able to function as businesses.
Decisions on issues such as abandonment, tourism, vandalism, and weathering are
all part of how historic cemeteries attempt to ensure their future. The success of these
efforts depend largely on the commitment of the cemeteries, as well as the public.
Without commitment from both of these parties, the chances of any preservation
practices being successful are greatly reduced. In the case of the Saint Louis Cemeteries
all of these factors influence their preservation and future.

Preservation Policies of the Saint Louis Cemeteries
The Archdiocese of New Orleans does not have an official preservation policy in
place for the protection of its historic cemeteries. While most states and preservation
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organizations such as the National Trust for Historic Preservation produce guidelines and
recommendations that include the implementation of a master plan in the management of
historic cemeteries, the church cemetery office at the archdiocese has not done so.114 As
with many other cemeteries, the view of the archdiocese is that the individual tombs are
the private property of the families of those interred with the church’s responsibility
being only to the cemetery grounds and the tombs with perpetual care.
With the exception of tombs that are particularly architecturally, historically, or
culturally significant, the archdiocese does not intervene. It does not have an official
policy that details guidelines for intervention. The decision on intervention is made on a
case-by-case basis by the Archdiocese Cemetery Office.

When a particular problem is

brought to its attention, the problem is evaluated by the executive director, Sherri Peppo.
An example of this is the restoration of the Marie Laveau tomb after it was heavily
damaged by vandals. The Laveau tomb is not only a significant draw for tourists, it is the
tomb of a prominent cultural figure in New Orleans history. The archdiocese felt that the
Laveau tomb’s significance made restoration intervention necessary. Along with Save
Our Cemeteries, it raised the funds required to hire a professional preservation contractor,
Bayou Preservation, LLC, to restore the tomb.115
As discussed in Chapter III, the amount of responsibility a cemetery accepts for
preservation of individual tombs, grave markers, or monuments is varied. Nearly all
cemeteries view these as the private property of the families. However some take on
more responsibility than others as the cemeteries age. The Saint Louis Cemeteries and
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the Old Saint Joseph’s Cemetery, both Catholic, have very different policies for
preservation. At the Saint Louis Cemeteries, the archdiocese will intervene to make
repairs or restore significant tombs, and their perpetual care program allows for the
cleaning and repair of some tombs. The Old Saint Joseph’s Cemetery in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, will not intervene at all, allowing the tombstones to continue to deteriorate.
The perpetual care program at Saint Joseph’s does not include the cleaning or repair of
tombs.
The Archdiocese of New Orleans does acknowledge that the Saint Louis
Cemeteries play an important role in the history and culture of New Orleans. For this
reason, it took steps to limit the negative impact of tourists to Cemetery #1 by limiting
access to only those with a tour group. According to Archbishop Gregory M. Aymond,
the vandalism occurring in Cemetery #1 included tourists removing bricks to look inside
tombs, defacing tombs, leaving trash on the ground around the tombs, and damaging
tablets. Not only is this disrespectful of others property, it is also a “violation of the
dignity of the dead.”116
The overall result of the limited tourist access to Saint Louis Cemetery #1 has
been positive. According to Peppo, the amount of trash found in Cemetery #1 and the
instances of vandalism have been significantly reduced. However, these positive results
for Cemetery #1 may result in a negative impact on Cemetery #2.
Cemetery #2 is just four blocks from Cemetery #1 and within walking distance.
Tourists who do not want to pay $20 for a one-hour tour of Cemetery #1 can walk to

Archbishop Gregory M. Aymond, “Finding a Way to Protect St. Louis Cemetery No.
1,” Clarion Herald, February 3, 2015.
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Cemetery #2 and wander among the tombs for free. In October of 2014, on my first visit
to Cemetery #2, I observed only two other visitors during my two-hour visit. When I
visited Cemetery #2 in October 2015, even with its reputation for being in an unsafe
neighborhood, there were dozens of visitors walking among the tombs. While more
visitors are likely to make the area safer for tourists, the additional wear and tear, trash
left behind, and increased vandalism by tourists will worsen the already extensive
deterioration of the cemetery.

Perpetual Care
The perpetual care at the Saint Louis Cemeteries is different than many other
perpetual care programs. At many cemeteries, perpetual care funds are used only for the
maintenance of the cemetery grounds around the tombs or headstones. At the Saint Louis
Cemeteries, perpetual care includes care and maintenance of the tomb as well as the
surrounding landscape. Tombs are maintained and repairs are made to the man-made
parts of the tomb. If part of the tomb is broken or in need of cleaning, under the
perpetual care agreement, this work is done by the archdiocese. However, wear and tear
such as the wearing of the inscription on the tablet is not included in perpetual care.117
The purchasing of perpetual care has been required by the archdiocese for the past
twenty-five to thirty years for new tombs. The cost of perpetual care varies and is based
on the square footage of the tomb. The average cost is usually $2,200 for a coping tomb
and $2,700 for a family tomb. These new tombs are typically made of concrete or
granite. Some older tombs that currently have perpetual care are maintained and repairs
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are made on a continuing basis. Should a family wish to purchase perpetual care on an
older tomb, the tomb is first evaluated by the archdiocese to determine its condition,
making sure that it is not beyond repair. The archdiocese will usually require that the
tomb be restored before perpetual care is initiated.118 The restoration process required,
typically consists of resurfacing the tomb with Portland-based cement, painting the tomb,
and cleaning the marble elements. This will allow the tomb to be more easily washed as
part of the maintenance/perpetual care program.119
In cases where the archdiocese determines that the tomb is too deteriorated for
restoration, its recommendation is for the tomb to be demolished and replaced by a
concrete coping tomb with the inscribed closure tablet placed on top. While this solution
makes maintenance much easier, it results in the loss of the original tomb along with its
architectural and historical significance.

The Dead Space Project
The Saint Louis Cemeteries have been at risk through deterioration for many
years. The Dead Space Project was a joint effort undertaken by the University of
Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Fine Arts Department of Historic Preservation and
Landscape Architecture, Tulane University’s School of Architecture and Preservation
Studies, Save Our Cemeteries, and the Archdiocese of New Orleans to create a new
approach for the care, management, preservation, and long-term development of the Saint
Louis Cemeteries.
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The Dead Space Project began in 2000 with a focus on Saint Louis Cemetery #1.
The project was funded by grants from the Louisiana Division of Historic Preservation,
the Office of Cultural Development, and the Samuel H. Kress Foundation. In 2001, Saint
Louis Cemetery #1 received a $150,000 Save America’s Treasures grant. At the end of
the project in November, 2002, Saint Louis Cemetery #1 was mapped, each tomb’s
condition was evaluated, twenty of the most at-risk tombs were stabilized, allowing their
restoration to be delayed until funding was available, and twenty-five tombs along Alley
9L were restored.120
There were three objectives of the Dead Space Project. The first and primary
objective was to develop and implement a conservation plan. The second was to train the
involved parties in conservation methods. The third objective was to publicize the results
through public outreach.
The conservation plan included mapping and surveying of the cemetery, the
development of conservation guidelines for the maintenance of all parts of the cemetery
including the tombs, pathways, and vegetation, and the accurate documentation of the
site, noting any changes from previous maps such as boundaries and tomb locations.121
The Dead Space Project implemented appropriate maintenance, repair, and
restoration methods on the restored tombs and those that needed immediate stabilization.
The methods used and recommended for future maintenance and repair were compatible
with existing materials. These guidelines for preservation and restoration were submitted
“The Dead Space Project: About the Project,” http://www.noladeadspace.com/. Date
Accessed August 8, 2015.
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to the archdiocese for use on future restoration as well as ongoing maintenance programs.
However, according to Sherri Peppo, they have not implemented a preservation plan for
the cemeteries.
According to the Dead Space Project, the perpetual care program that the
archdiocese recommends often results in the destruction of tombs. Rather than restore
tombs, the archdiocese demolishes them, sometimes without the consent of the owners.122
When asked about this policy of destruction, Peppo, stated that while the work is
completed by the New Orleans Cemetery Office, all work is approved by the tomb
owners.123
In addition to the recommendations on maintainable restoration and repair
techniques, the Dead Space Project also addressed two important aesthetic issues. During
the latter part of the twentieth century, it became a common practice to replace the marble
closure tablets with dark gray granite and to use concrete for roofs and pavements, and in
the repair or replacement of the tombs’ stucco covering. The original marble tablets had
often become deformed or bowed if they were too thin, were unsupported during
installation, or were affected by the climate. This can be remedied by either replacing the
tablet with a thicker marble tablet (1-1/4 to 1-1/2 in. thick), or replacing the tablet with
other types of marble that are sturdier. Since marble closure tablets were used at the time
of the original construction, it is preferable that marble be used in any necessary
replacements.
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The widespread use of granite closure tablets has significantly changed the overall
look of the cemetery. Where at one time the closure tablets were made of a light or white
marble, and the tombs painted with a colored lime-wash in red, yellow, or gray, the late
twentieth century saw that tradition reversed. Now many tombs are painted with a white
latex paint with a dark gray granite closure tablet.124
The second aesthetic issue concerns the use of concrete on the tombs. Since
concrete is watertight it is assumed that this practice is to keep out moisture. It also
makes the tomb easier to clean and maintain. However, instead of protecting the tomb
from water, this practice may be exacerbating the problem of deterioration from moisture.
Most of the above-ground tombs in the Saint Louis Cemeteries are constructed of
a local, fairly soft brick. It is then covered with stucco and painted with a lime-wash.
The stucco layer as well as the lime-wash are considered “sacrificial layers.”125 Stucco
and lime-wash are not watertight. These layers allow moisture that is absorbed by the
underlying brick to be released through the stucco. The stucco and lime-wash layers do
need to be replaced periodically but the brick walls remain intact, with reduced
deterioration since the moisture is allowed to escape.126
The bricks used in the construction of the above-ground tombs, and other New
Orleans buildings, were made of clay local to New Orleans. This local clay is very poor
quality and when dried, crumbles easily. It is also not very structurally sound. The local
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brick is visually very beautiful, and today antique bricks taken from local demolished
warehouses and churches are very desirable and expensive. The stucco and lime-wash
layers, used on tombs as well as buildings, are to protect the soft brick.127 This use of
watertight concrete to repair or replace the stucco layer of a tomb causes moisture to be
trapped in the bricks, accelerating deterioration.128
The use of concrete roofs on tombs can create problems as well. The concrete
traps water underneath the roof, inside the tomb, causing advanced deterioration of the
brick. The added weight to the roof also may lead to increased sinking or settling of the
tomb.
The tombs in the Dead Space Project were restored using materials that were
compatible with the original materials. The outer layer of the tombs were covered with
stucco and lime-washed, similar to that which would have been originally found on the
tomb.
Since the Dead Space Project in 2002 it appears that little or no additional repairs
or maintenance have been done to these twenty-five tombs. As a result they are again
showing the signs of aging and neglect. Figure #34 shows the Malard tomb located along
Alley 9L in Saint Louis Cemetery #1 before restoration by the Dead Space Project.
Figure #35 shows the Malard tomb after its restoration in 2002 with new stucco and
terracotta colored lime-wash. Figure #36 shows the Malard tomb in October, 2015. This
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last figure shows that while there has been an addition of scroll work and the center
closure tablet has been replaced, the tomb is showing significant wear and discoloration.
In the thirteen years since its restoration, it has not been lime-washed, the marble shelf
along the bottom front of the tomb has been damaged, and the stucco on the side is in
need of repair. This illustrates that after restoration is completed, continued maintenance
is essential.

Figure #34: Malard tomb before restoration by the Dead Space Project. Photo by
Dead Space.
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Figure #35: Malard tomb in 2002 after restoration by the Dead Space Project. Photo by
Dead Space.
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Figure #36: Malard tomb in 2015 showing deterioration that has occurred
since its restoration in 2002. Photo by Donna Mann.

Preservation Recommendations
Several opportunities exist for advancing the future of the Saint Louis Cemeteries.
One opportunity would be for the archdiocese to expand its Cemeteries Office to include
a Cemetery Preservation Officer or contract with a preservation specialist, whose primary
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objective is to preserve, protect, and maintain the rich architectural, historical, and
cultural heritage of the Saint Louis Cemeteries. The Cemetery Preservation Officer,
similar to the Cemetery Conservation Coordinator at Savannah’s municipal cemeteries,
would be responsible for all aspects of preservation for the cemeteries. As a
representative of the archdiocese, the Preservation Officer would have the authority to
take a leading role in the development of partnerships with the city, other preservation
organizations such as Save Our Cemeteries, educational institutions, and the community.
Working together, these partnerships could implement preservation policies that will
benefit all of the interested parties, while sharing many of the responsibilities. This
would begin with the development and implementation of a master plan to guide the
preservation efforts.

The Master Plan
A master plan, as discussed in Chapter III, is used as a blueprint to help an
organization focus on and reach its goals. Most states publish a set of historic cemetery
guidelines with the recommendation of a master plan being a key component of those
guidelines.129 The master plan is similar to a strategic plan but is focused more on the
specifics of preservation, whereas a strategic plan is typically a broader plan for the goals
of the organization as a whole. The plan should outline the preservation goals of the
archdiocese and its preservation partners. These goals should include updated
documentation of all three cemeteries, the completion of a detailed structural analysis of
the tombs, recommendations on the repairs and restorations, routine maintenance
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requirements, resolution of the problem of abandoned tombs, an estimated timetable for
completion of the goals, cost estimates along with fundraising options, and plans for how
best to utilize volunteers for both cost savings and community involvement.

Updated Documentation
Documentation includes mapping, photographing, and transcribing the
inscriptions on each tomb. Mapping of the cemeteries is important for recording changes
that have occurred over time, such as tombs that are now gone or new tombs that have
been added, especially in Cemeteries #2 and #3, which still have room for new tombs.
Figure #37 shows a map of square #2 in Cemetery #2. According to this map the wall at
the bottom right, along Saint Anthony’s Aisle, contains wall vaults. However, when
visiting the cemetery, the wall vaults along this outer wall have been removed. What
remains are tablets mounted on the wall marking where the vaults had once been (fig.
38).

Figure #37: Cemetery #2, square #2, showing wall vaults along bottom.
Photo Courtesy of Save Our Cemeteries.
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Figure #38: Outer wall along St. Anthony’s Aisle,
Sq. #2 in Cemetery #2, showing that the wall vault
have been removed. Photo by Donna Mann, 2015.

Such accurate records are not just for preservation, but also accurate business
records. The tablet shown in Figure #38 is inscribed with the Lafitte family name. When
DeVonde and Kathleen Clemence, descendants of the Lafitte family, consulted with the
cemetery office, they were told the Lafitte tomb was located among the wall vaults along
St. Anthony’s Aisle. According to cemetery records, the wall vaults are still in place and
there is no record of remains being moved to another location.130
The current maps of the three cemeteries should be updated and all tombs
photographed to ensure accurate records of where tombs are located and their condition.
This will have value as a planning tool to help identify priorities and the scope of future
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projects, as well as track the progress of cleaning, maintenance, and perpetual care. The
photographs should be taken using the guidelines outlined in the Historic American
Buildings Survey (HABS) Heritage Documentation Program.131 The use of the
guidelines will enable the most accurate documentation possible. This is a project that
can utilize volunteer and student groups, limiting the costs involved.
In addition, the inscriptions on the closure tablets should be transcribed. The
inscriptions continue to wear and deteriorate over time, eventually becoming illegible.
Keeping a record of those that can still be read will ensure that the historical and
genealogical information they reveal will not be lost. Save Our Cemeteries did transcribe
the inscriptions in Cemetery #2 in 2009 but Cemetery #1 and #3 are not completed.
While this would be a very labor intensive project, it could be accomplished with the
effective use of volunteers.

Structural and Condition Analysis
Once the cemeteries are documented and accurate maps are completed, a
professional structural and condition analysis of all of the tombs should be conducted. In
this way, decisions on restoration and repairs can be prioritized with the most serious atrisk tombs getting immediate attention. An accurate analysis of the extent of
deterioration is very important. Typically, by the time deterioration is visible, the
deterioration has been progressing, unseen, for a long time period. As deterioration is
allowed to worsen, the tomb continues to weaken until it finally peaks and is unable to
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remain standing. While a significant number of tombs are in need of cleaning along with
repairs to stucco or closure tablets, many are near collapse. An analysis of the tomb
conditions will allow the Cemetery Preservation Officer and preservation partners to
allocate resources, both time and money, to the most urgent cases. Figure #39 shows a
tomb in Cemetery #2 that has collapsed in on itself. Not only is this a loss of important
historical significance, there were likely human remains inside the tomb. Another
consideration is the possibility of a collapsing tomb causing injury to visitors, resulting in
liability to the archdiocese.

Figure #39: Collapsed tomb in Cemetery #2. Photo by Donna
Mann, 2015.
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The collapsed tomb in Figure #39, was photographed on October 14, 2015. When
visiting the cemetery in October 2014, the tomb was still standing. At some time during
the intervening year, the tomb collapsed, with the rubble left in place, subjected to the
elements and vandals. Had this tomb been evaluated, it might have been stabilized and
its collapse avoided.

Restorations and Repairs
After an analysis of the structural integrity of cemetery tombs and a determination
of the types of restorations and repairs needed, a plan for the completion of the necessary
work can be made. This plan should include the use of materials that are compatible with
the original construction materials. For example, stucco should be used to cover the
brickwork rather than concrete; lime-wash should be used to paint the stucco rather than
latex paint. When possible, an attempt should be made to determine the color of the
original lime-wash so that restoration can be as historically accurate as possible.
An important decision by the archdiocese, and any historic cemetery, is whether
or not to preserve the cemetery as is, or restore it to an earlier or original time. Part of the
attraction of historic cemeteries, and in particular the Saint Louis Cemeteries, is their
look and feel of age and history. This is a decision only the cemetery management can
make. Once the ultimate objective is determined, a preservation plan can be
implemented.
In the case of a tomb that cannot be saved, the Cemetery Preservation Officer
should work with the family, if available, to determine the best action to take. This could
involve rebuilding the tomb in the original style, using similar materials, or constructing a
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new tomb in an alternative style that is compatible with the surrounding tombs.
The professional structural analysis will allow the Cemetery Preservation Officer
to prioritize the restoration and repair process. Some tombs may need immediate
stabilization with repairs or restoration completed at a later date. This is important when
funding is limited.
Broken closure tablets are a major problem throughout all three cemeteries. Not
only are they inscribed with genealogical and historical information about those interred
but they are also used as a covering over the brick enclosed tomb opening. Over time,
many of these closure tablets have fallen off the tombs or been pulled off by vandals.
They can be found lying on the ground, many broken into pieces (fig. 40). These broken
or fallen tablets should be photographed in place, then gathered and stored for later
repair, something that can be done with volunteers. While it is preferable to keep the
tablets with its tomb to avoid losing them, there is the risk of further damage, as well as
vandals or tourists taking pieces as souvenirs. Adequate and organized storage would be
necessary to keep track of the pieces. After repairs are made to the tablets, they can be
mounted back onto the tomb.
Much of the preliminary work, such as the mapping, photographing, transcribing
tablets, collecting broken pieces for later repair, and even some cleaning, can be
accomplished by volunteers. In fact, volunteers are essential as a cost-savings measure.
However, the structural analysis and repair work will require the use of professional
preservationists, conservationists, and contractors. In this way it can be assured that
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whether the work is restoration, back to the original condition, or preservation “as is,” is
done correctly and professionally.

Figure #40: Saint Louis Cemetery #1,
tomb with broken tablet.
Photo by Donna Mann, 2015

Ongoing Maintenance
The care of the tombs in the Saint Louis Cemeteries is an ongoing process. The
climate requires the tombs to be cleaned regularly and the stucco, along with the limewash coatings to be replaced approximately every two years.132 A regular maintenance
schedule that includes quarterly cleaning and monthly damage evaluations should be
determined, so that the costly restoration work does not again succumb to the elements.
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The Malard tomb (figs. 35-36) shows the amount of deterioration that can occur
over a period of thirteen years. In Figures #41-42, the amount of deterioration that can
happen in one year is illustrated.

Figure #41: Photo by Donna Mann
2014.

Figure #42: Photo by Donna Mann
2015.

The tomb in the above photos was restored in 1997. Figure #41 shows the tomb
in 2014 with some discoloration from the black bacterial growth that is common in the
Cemeteries. Figure #42 shows the same tomb one year later with a visibly increased
amount of bacterial growth coating the tomb. Without regular cleaning, ideally every
quarter, and lime-washing, the growth will continue to worsen.

Abandoned tombs
According to Sherri Peppo at the Archdiocese Cemeteries Office, the greatest
threat to the Saint Louis Cemeteries is abandonment. There are many reasons for a tomb
to become abandoned. The family may not have the financial resources to maintain the
tomb, or just may not care about a tomb from the eighteenth or nineteenth century. The
family may have relocated out of the area and may not know that they own a tomb in one
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of the cemeteries. After Hurricane Katrina, many people did not return to New Orleans,
and among the many issues they need to resolve back home, a cemetery plot can easily
get lost track of. With the many devastating epidemics that New Orleans has seen over
the centuries, it is possible that the last remaining members of some families may be
buried in the Saint Louis Cemeteries. For a number of reasons, there are a significant
number of abandoned tombs in the Saint Louis Cemeteries.
When tombs are abandoned, the archdiocese does not automatically take over
responsibility for them. Unless they are particularly significant, the church does not
intervene to preserve them. Even then, intervention is usually done in conjunction with
other preservation organizations such as Save Our Cemeteries.133
The archdiocese, with the added resources from its preservation partners, can
change its policy on abandoned tombs to one of active intervention. Although the
individual tombs are viewed as private property, the State of Louisiana does make
accommodation for the reclamation of abandoned tombs which would allow them to be
restored and resold.
Louisiana State Legislature bill RS 8:903, states that cemetery authorities may
repair or restore tombs that are more than fifty years old and have deteriorated (Appendix
I). The cemetery authorities are required to first attempt written contact with the owner
of record. If, after one year, the owner has not made the required repairs or restoration,
or the cemetery authority has been unable to locate the owner, the repairs can be made at
the expense of the cemetery. Should the tomb owner come forward after repairs or
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restorations have been completed, the cemetery can require repayment before any future
interments. If the cemetery authority has been unable to locate the tomb owner, after
three years the ownership of the cemetery space reverts to the cemetery.134
Louisiana State Legislature Bill RS 8:308, addresses the issue of the designation
and sale of abandoned cemetery spaces (Appendix II). The Bill determines that an
interment space is abandoned if the cemetery authority is unable to locate the owner after
a period of twenty-five years, or if the interment space is deemed unfit for burial, no
interments have taken place in at least twenty-five years, and one year of efforts to locate
the owner has been unsuccessful. If the cemetery authority has complied with all of the
conditions, it may then take possession of the cemetery space and be able to legally sell
the space. It is not however permitted to demolish any structures on the cemetery
space.135
Following state law and making a diligent effort to locate tomb owners and heirs
for the required period of time, the archdiocese would be able to take possession of many
abandoned tombs. The efforts to locate the tomb owners would be time consuming,
requiring an outreach program to stimulate interest in the cemeteries. Much of this work
could be accomplished with the use of volunteers. While not permitted to demolish the
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tombs, the archdiocese would be allowed to restore and repair the tombs, making them
eligible for sale.136
While both bills RS 903, and RS 308, allows the archdiocese to eventually
reclaim abandoned tombs, in some cases, the required waiting period seems excessive. In
cases where the archdiocese has researched the ownership of a tomb and has found that
there are no living relatives, it would make sense for the waiting period to be waived and
the tomb designated as abandoned. This would allow the tomb to be restored and
ownership reverted to the archdiocese so that it can be sold rather than let it continue to
deteriorate.
The reclamation, restoration, and eventual resale of abandoned tombs in the Saint
Louis Cemeteries will not only generate a source of renewed revenue for the cemeteries,
it will also ensure that their historic integrity can remain intact. The process of declaring
a tomb officially abandoned and the reclaiming of ownership by the Archdiocese, can
also be viewed as an outreach program, locating family members that may be willing to
reassume responsibility for the tomb.

An Abandoned Tomb Restoration Success Story
DeVonde Clemence grew up in New Orleans. He later joined the U.S. Air Force
and spent most of his adult life in the Maryland area. After his retirement, he and his
wife Kathleen, also an Air Force veteran, moved to Nevada. Kathleen’s hobby of
genealogy led her to research the history of DeVonde’s family. During this research,
Kathleen discovered that DeVonde’s family owned a tomb in Saint Loius Cemetery #2.
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On a visit to New Orleans, the Clemence’s decided to try to find their family
tomb. They were told that Cemetery #2 was in an unsafe neighborhood and that they
should not go unless on a group tour. They decided to go on a guided tour given by Save
Our Cemeteries. They were able to find their family tomb and were shocked at its level
of deterioration. The stucco was covered with black biological growth and was broken in
many areas. There was a hole in the side of the tomb and the marble closure tablet was
illegible. They decided then and there to have the tomb restored. After consulting with
the tour guide, they contacted Emily Ford, a local conservation contractor who
specializes in cemetery restoration.
Ms. Ford determined that the tomb could be restored and the estimated cost would
be $4,000-5,500. The restoration consisted of removing and replacing the stucco and
painting it with a lime-wash. She was able to determine from underlying layers that the
original color of the tomb had been a terra cotta color. The brick structure of the tomb
was determined to be stable with minimal restoration work required. The marble closure
tablet was cleaned so that, while not perfect, it is now legible.
The restoration took place in July of 2015 and the cost for restoration came in
under budget at $3,600. With this tomb being the final resting place of family members
that died between 1854 and 1919, the Clemence’s felt this was a small price to pay to
preserve their family history.137
Figure #43 shows the tomb before restoration. Figure #44 shows the tomb during
restoration. And Figure #45 shows the tomb after restoration was completed.
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Figure #43: Clemence Family tomb before restoration. Photo
courtesy of Kathleen Clemence.

Figure #44: Clemence Family tomb during restoration. Photo courtesy of
Kathleen Clemence.
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Figure #45: Clemence Family tomb after restoration.
Photo courtesy of Kathleen Clemence.

DeVonde and Kathleen Clemence have developed a plan for the continued
maintenance of their newly restored tomb. They will follow a planned maintenance
schedule that will involve the periodic replacement of the lime-wash as well as
replacement of the stucco as needed. They plan on involving other family members to
help with the care of the tomb, and should that no longer be an option they will hire a
company that will take care of the maintenance for them. They are also in the process of
contracting with Ford again to restore a second family tomb that was discovered in
Kathleen’s research.138
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Preservation Costs and Fundraising
Saint Louis Cemetery #1 has approximately 700 tombs. If just 60 percent of them
needed restoration, with an average cost of $3,600 (based on the cost of restoring the
Clemence tomb), the estimated cost of restoring 420 tombs would be $1,512,000. This is
probably a conservative estimate. There may be a higher percentage of tombs in need of
restoration and some will likely need more extensive restoration than others. In addition
to the restoration costs, there is the cost of the documentation project, as well as the
ongoing costs of regular maintenance. And these figures are for Cemetery #1 only.
An important part of the Cemetery Preservation Officer’s responsibilities will be
fundraising. Some percentage of the restoration costs will be paid by the tomb owners
but if they are unable or unwilling to pay for restoration, the archdiocese will need to
develop a plan for funding the projects. Archbishop Gregory M. Aymond at the
Archdiocese of New Orleans, the National Park Service, the City of New Orleans, the
State of Louisiana, and the hundreds of thousands of visitors each year, all agree that the
Saint Louis Cemeteries are a significant part of New Orleans history, should be preserved
and are worth the investment of time and money. Preservation is important not only to
attract visitors and maintain their historical value to the community, but these cemeteries
are also a sacred space, housing the remains of New Orleans’ citizens from the past and
the future.
With most cemeteries, the main source of income is in the sale of new cemetery
plots or tombs. When the cemetery reaches capacity or near capacity, that income source
disappears or becomes limited. Since the tombs in the Saint Louis Cemeteries are able to
accommodate multiple interments some of that revenue is available. The sale of
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perpetual care programs is also a source of revenue. However, this is not enough to fund
the restoration and continued maintenance of the Cemeteries.
In order for the archdiocese to preserve and maintain the Saint Louis Cemeteries,
it will need more financial support than that gained through donations and tour fees. The
Cemetery Preservation Officer must develop a plan that will increase revenues sufficient
to support the mission of the organization.
The plan could include the sale of abandoned tombs or using abandoned society
tombs as columbaria to house cremated remains. Cemetery #1 and #3 both have space
for the creation of a cremation garden. As outlined in Chapter III, cremation gardens can
produce significant revenue while utilizing a relatively small space with a relatively small
initial investment. Since cremation has been permitted by the Catholic Church since
1989, it has become a popular alternative to burial.
Events and programs should be developed to promote awareness to the needs of
the cemetery. Social media can be a useful tool in promoting awareness, including the
availability of videos recording the process of restoration projects.
All cemeteries #1 and #2 are listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
This listing makes them eligible for many public and private, local and federal grants.
Grant opportunities include, among others, the National Trust Preservation Fund, Save
America’s Treasures grants, the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, the Louisiana Division of
Historic Preservation, and the Preserve America Fund. Louisiana’s SHPO (state historic
preservation office) implements state and federal laws and serves as a distribution agency
for federal preservation grants such as the National Park Service Historic Preservation
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Grants.139 The Cemetery Preservation Officer should actively try to obtain grants for
their preservation projects.
The awarding of grants is usually to fund specific projects. For example, the
Dead Space Project was funded by a grant from Save America’s Treasures, specifically
for the restoration and stabilization of tombs in Saint Louis Cemetery #1. Funds are
typically not to be used for general expenses such as day-to-day maintenance and
administration costs. It is important for the archdiocese and its preservation partners to
develop a sustainable revenue stream that will allow it to continue moving forward with
its preservation, conservation, and maintenance efforts.
One innovative idea that can generate a significant and sustainable revenue
source, and provide an entertaining and educational experience for visitors to the
Cemeteries, is a “Sight-and-Sound” presentation at Cemetery #1.
Visitors would be seated on raised bleachers, which would be located either
outside the cemetery walls, or in what was the Protestant section of the cemetery.
Dramatic lighting would be used to illuminate significant tombs, with a narrator
describing the tombs and telling the many stories of New Orleans and the people buried
there. The narration will be able to be much more detailed and historically accurate than
the typical guided tour.
There are several advantages to this type of visitor presentation. It will reduce the
foot traffic through the cemetery, reducing wear and tear and further limiting vandalism.
“Our Places, Our Heritage: A Plan For Historic Preservation And Archaeological
Conservation In Louisiana, 2011-2015,”
http://www.crt.state.la.us/Assets/OCD/hp/SHPO/SHPO_Jan_2011.pdf. Date accessed
March 21, 2016.
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The presentations will be held in the evening, making it a popular attraction for those that
want to see the tombs but do not want to be subjected to the New Orleans heat. The
archdiocese and its partners can be assured that the information included in the
presentations is historically accurate. Most importantly, this can also be a significant
source of revenue
The initial investment for a sight-and-sound presentation is significant and would
likely require efforts by the archdiocese and its partners to seek sponsors for funding.
Possible sponsors could be large corporations in the New Orleans area, such as oil
companies, wishing to promote their companies and show goodwill to the community.
A similar project was completed in 2014 at Mandya, a historic fortress in India,
at a cost of approximately $500,000.140 While the lighting at Saint Louis Cemetery #1
would be a bit more complex, it is a much smaller site than Mandya, presumably
resulting in similar costs. With a presentation two times per day, six days per week,
approximately 100 people per presentation, at $20 per person, the estimated annual
revenue from this type of presentation is approximately $1,250,000.
All of these fundraising recommendations should be incorporated into the
financial management plan developed by the archdiocese and its preservation partners so
that they are able to carry out the proposed master plan for the preservation of the
cemeteries.

“Mandya Finally Gets a Son et Lumiere,”
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/karnataka/mandya-finally-gets-a-son-etlumiere/article6591837.ece. Date accessed, November 24, 2015.
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Volunteers
Every non-profit organization relies heavily on volunteers. For the Saint Louis
Cemeteries and its preservation master plan, volunteers will be especially important.
Many of the recommendations outlined above can be accomplished with the use of
volunteers. Much of the preliminary work that needs to be done is very labor intensive.
However, since it is not something that requires extensive experience, these tasks can be
completed by volunteers.
Volunteers can be used for mapping and photographing the three cemeteries, for
gathering the broken closure tablets, for pulling weeds around the tombs, for cleaning the
cemeteries, and for routine maintenance. To keep volunteers interested, they can take
part in the lime-wash process, taking an active role in the restoration process.
There are several places that the Cemetery Preservation Officer can contact for
enlisting volunteers for work in the cemeteries. Local universities are a great resource.
Like Tulane’s Architecture and Preservation Studies program that conducted restoration
work with the Dead Space Project, other universities may also be interested in
volunteering students for preservation work. Some colleges and universities require
students to perform a certain number of hours of community service each semester.
Local civic organizations can be called upon for volunteer days which will also bring
public awareness to the restoration and preservation projects at the cemeteries. All Saints
Day, when families come to the cemetery to bring flowers and clean the tombs can be
expanded, bringing in volunteers to spruce up the entire cemetery. A program can be
developed that will offer preservation projects to visiting tourist groups.
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All of these options, and others, for volunteer opportunities should be an integral
part of the master plan developed by the Cemetery Preservation Officer. With the
effective use of volunteers the archdiocese can reduce preservation costs while at the
same time promoting valuable public awareness.

Resumption of the Dead Space Project
The Dead Space Project was instrumental in the restoration and stabilization of
several tombs in Cemetery #1. The primary goals of the project, outlined above, are all
essential parts of a successful preservation program. The resumption of the Dead Space
Project, or a project modeled after the project, will enable the archdiocese and its
preservation partners to take the lessons learned from the project and implement them to
address the challenges faced by the cemeteries today. It will also re-energize the public
interest in the preservation of the cemeteries and raise public awareness. The Cemetery
Preservation Officer can reach out to the original participants of the Dead Space Project,
Tulane University and University of Pennsylvania, with a proposal for the opportunity to
resume the project and work together to further its original objectives.
Since the Dead Space Project was originally funded by a series of grants, funding
would again need to be obtained for the project to be resumed. This funding may be able
to come from additional grant opportunities or the fundraising efforts of the archdiocese
and its partners. This is another reason for the necessity of revenue sources outside of
grant opportunities.
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Adopt-a-Tomb Program
An option that is beginning to gain some popularity and would be suitable for use
at the Saint Louis Cemeteries, is an adopt-a-tomb program. This is a program that gives
those in the local community the opportunity to take over the responsibility for the care
and maintenance of a tomb. The adoption can be by an individual or an organization.
For example, the local VFW (Veterans of Foreign Wars) may wish to adopt the tomb of a
veteran, or the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) may wish to adopt the tomb
of a Revolutionary war soldier. A local Girl Scout or Boy Scout troop may wish to adopt
a tomb as part of their community service.
Designated “clean-up” days would be scheduled and all of the individuals and
organizations that adopted a tomb would come to the cemetery to help with clean-up and
maintenance. Weeds would be pulled, debris and trash removed, and flowers would be
placed at the tombs. Lime-washing, when appropriate, can also be part of the day’s
activities. The clean-up days would be scheduled twice a year, with one of the days just
prior to or on All Saint’s Day, when many tomb owners are in the cemetery sprucing up
tombs as well.
One successful adopt-a-grave program was started at Saint Catherine’s Catholic
Cemetery in Martinez, California in 1990. The cemetery was established in 1870, and by
the late twentieth century, the cemetery became overgrown and abandoned. Saint
Catherine’s Church planned on removing the headstones and remains and selling the
property for development. However, a group of local residents intervened and came up
with the idea of a volunteer program, calling it adopt-a-grave.
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The person or group that is adopting the grave must promise to care for the burial
site. With each adopted burial site comes a set of “adoption” papers along with a
biography of the person buried. The result has been the restoration of the entire cemetery
with approximately 2,000 graves.141 A similar program has been established at the
Lancaster Cemetery in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where local residents and organizations
sponsor a grave and using volunteers maintain the graves that have been abandoned.142
Tomb Owner’s Association
The restoration and continued maintenance of an above-ground tomb can be a
costly endeavor. The development of a tomb owner’s association can assist tomb owners
by allowing them to pool their resources so that the costs of restoration can be distributed
among the group, lightening the financial burden. For example, the purchasing of bulk
materials for repairs or maintenance can save a significant amount of money. Contractors
may be willing to discount services with the promise of additional or larger jobs.
Working together on restoration, repairs, and maintenance also ensures a consistency in
the work that is completed. A tomb owners association is able to work in conjunction
with the Cemetery Preservation Officer to be sure that repairs and restorations are done in
a way that is compatible with the surrounding tombs, and with the goals of the
archdiocese, its preservation partners, and the community.

“Adopt-a-Grave Revives Two Cemeteries.” http://articles.latimes.com/1990-0528/news/mn-61_1_alhambra-cemetery. Date accessed, November 30, 2015.
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Ruth Chambers, Lancaster Cemetery Volunteer, Personal Interview, November 30,
2015.
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Friends of the Saint Louis Cemeteries
Many historic cemeteries have associated with them a “Friends” of the cemetery
organization. These are usually non-profit organizations that raise funds, organize
events, and promote advocacy and public awareness benefitting the cemetery. Examples
of this are the Friends of Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadelphia and the Friends of
Bonaventure Cemetery in Savannah.
At the Saint Louis Cemeteries, this organizations would work closely with the
archdiocese and its partners, determining and prioritizing the needs of the cemetery.
They would be an integral element in the fundraising and planning process. The Friends
of Bonaventure Cemetery have raised much needed funds for the preservation of several
monuments in the cemetery. Since Bonaventure is a municipal cemetery, the privately
raised funds enabled this preservation without using taxpayer monies.
For the Saint Louis Cemeteries, a “Friends” association will be able to raise
money for preservation efforts and raise awareness to the plight of the cemeteries and
their uncertain future. Working in partnership with the archdiocese, a “Friends”
association can focus its efforts on the specific needs of the cemeteries, ensuring their
historical, architectural, and cultural significance.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The Saint Louis Cemeteries have been part of the cultural and physical landscape
of New Orleans for over two centuries. Much of the city’s history can be found in these
“Cities of the Dead.” Among the tombs are the final resting places of some of the most
notable figures in New Orleans’s history as well as some not so notable. The
contributions of all these people, and their history are a significant part of what defines
New Orleans as a city and as a culture.
If the Saint Louis Cemeteries are to survive, the archdiocese as well as the public
must be willing to make the necessary commitment for preservation efforts to succeed.
There are several strategies that can be undertaken with the first step being the
development of a Cemetery Preservation Officer whose mission is to preserve, protect,
and maintain the rich architectural, historical, and cultural heritage of the Cemeteries.
The Cemetery Preservation Officer would be responsible for the development and
implementation of a master plan that would focus preservation efforts. The plan would
be a blueprint, determining a set of strategic goals, and outlining how the archdiocese will
successfully accomplish these goals. The strategic goals should include:
1. Update Documentation – This includes mapping and photographing each tomb
along with transcribing inscriptions. The data collected should then be reconciled
with archdiocese and Save Our Cemeteries records.
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2. Structural and Condition Analysis – The completion of a structural and condition
analysis will allow decisions to be made regarding repairs and restorations with
priority given to the most at-risk structures.
3. Recommendations for Restoration and Repairs – This will help with planning
what and how repairs and restoration should be accomplished, and what materials
should be used that will be compatible with the original structure.
4. Dealing with Abandoned Tombs – An inventory of abandoned tombs should be
made and attempts made to locate tomb owners. Louisiana State Legislature Bills
RS 8:903 and RS 8:308 outline the requirements for cemetery owners to take
possession of abandoned tombs, make necessary repairs and restorations, and resell the structures.
5. Estimating Preservation Costs / Fundraising – An estimate of costs for
preservation is necessary as well as a plan for how preservation will be funded.
Fundraising efforts include alternative burial methods such as cremations,
donations, and grant opportunities. In addition to grant opportunities, additional
revenue sources that are ongoing and sustaining. This includes events and
programs such as the implementation of a “Sight-and-Sound Show.”
6. Using Volunteers – Volunteers are an essential part of the preservation process.
The effective use of volunteers can often be the determining factor between a
successful and unsuccessful preservation program.
7. Ongoing Maintenance – As preservation efforts are being made, ongoing
maintenance is essential. Once costly repairs or restorations are completed, they
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must be continually maintained. The master plan must include provisions for this
ongoing maintenance so that the tombs are not put at risk again.
8. Resuming the Dead Space Project – The resumption of the Dead Space Project
will enable the archdiocese and its preservation partners to take the lessons
learned from the project and implement them to address the challenges faced by
the cemeteries today.
9. Adopt-a-Tomb Program – This program will allow individuals and organizations
in the community to take an active role in the preservation and maintenance of the
above-ground tombs.
10. Tomb Owner’s Association – A tomb owner’s association will allow tomb owners
to pool their resources, enabling them to lessen the financial burdens to
accompany tomb ownership.
11. Friends of the Saint Louis Cemeteries – This type of organization will be a
fundamental asset for raising funds for the preservation of the tombs and
monuments, as well as raising public awareness of the issues facing the Saint
Louis Cemeteries.
All of the strategies outlined above, if implemented, can result in successfully ensuring
the future of the Cemeteries. It will take dedication, money, and time, but it can result in
keeping the Saint Louis Cemeteries part of the cultural landscape of New Orleans for
many generations to come.
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Conclusions
“Why should we spend money on the dead?” That is a question often asked
when talking about cemetery preservation. The answer to this question can be complex.
Admittedly, many of the people that care about cemetery preservation are usually already
interested in preservation in general. They are interested in the preservation of historic
buildings and districts, cultural heritage, and landscapes. Promoting public awareness is
an essential step in protecting the future of historic cemeteries.
Many people will drive past a historic cemetery on their way to work or school,
not giving the cemetery a second thought. They are unaware of the contributions
cemeteries can make to researchers, historians, and genealogists. They are unaware that
cemeteries are much more than just the final resting place of the dead. The Saint Louis
Cemeteries are a symbol of New Orleans’ history.
In New Orleans today, the French Quarter and the Saint Louis Cemeteries are
some of the most prominent remnants of French and Spanish architecture that distinguish
this city from the rest of America. The traditions of the French and Spanish have kept
their hold on the city, long after the Louisiana Purchase. These traditions include burial
practices that continue still today.
During the course of this study, the condition of the Saint Louis Cemeteries has
noticeably declined. At least one tomb that was once standing has become a pile of
rubble. Tombs that once had intact closure tablets, now have tablets either gone or
broken into pieces on the ground. Tombs that were once painted with fresh lime-wash,
are now covered with increasing biological growth. Tombs with loose bricks, are now
missing some of those bricks. Tombs have become overgrown with vegetation. While it
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may seem to be a daunting task, these cemeteries can not only survive, but can be
restored and preserved, continuing to represent the history and culture of New Orleans for
generations to come.
While it is important for preservation steps to be taken to save the Saint Louis
Cemeteries, it is just as important for the correct steps to be taken. Since cemeteries #1
and #2 are listed on the National Register of Historic Places, care should be taken with
any restoration programs. It is vital that the cemeteries remain listed on the National
Register since this is typically an eligibility requirement for many grant opportunities.
Restorations and repairs made using inappropriate materials, such as the extensive use of
concrete, can negatively impact the historical, architectural integrity of the cemeteries.
Inaction, or letting the tombs’ deterioration to continue unchecked can also negatively
impact the historical, architectural integrity of the tombs. Either of these scenarios can
result in the delisting of the cemeteries, making them no longer eligible many grant
opportunities.
The Archdiocese has taken an important step in an effort to protect Cemetery #1
by controlling tourist access. Tourism is an important tool to promote public awareness
and interest, but controlled access is the key to its protection. While a fairly new policy,
it has already produced positive results. There has been a visible reduction in trash
accumulation as well as a reduction in incidents of vandalism. However, the limited
access may have an adverse effect on the other two cemeteries, which will likely see an
increase in visitors since there is no cost to wander among the tombs in Cemeteries #2
and #3. As a result, while the degree may vary, access to all three cemeteries may need
to be controlled.
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The current ongoing maintenance program at the cemeteries is insufficient for
their size. The archdiocese employs only three maintenance workers. They are
responsible for grass cutting, weed removal, grounds clean-up, tree trimming, and general
maintenance throughout the Cemeteries. In addition, they are responsible for care of the
tombs that have perpetual care plans.
At the Saint Louis Cemeteries, the perpetual care plan includes cleaning the tomb
and repairing the tomb with the exception of wear on the closure tablet. The perpetual
care tombs are evaluated annually, but over the period of one year a tomb can accumulate
a significant amount of biological growth, closure tablets can break or be smashed, and
statuary can be broken and/or stolen. In an interview, a maintenance worker in Cemetery
#2 who wished to remain anonymous stated that tombs were only cleaned if a family
member complained. This is not surprising when considering the lack of man-power
available. This indicates a need for additional maintenance staff to accommodate such a
large work area. The three cemeteries contain over 2,000 tombs, and while all of them do
not require perpetual care, the care of the landscaping alone requires more than the
current staffing. Based on the number of maintenance staff at other cemeteries, the
cemeteries should increase their staff by four maintenance workers, for a total of seven.
This would give Cemeteries #1 and #2 two full time workers each, and, since Cemetery
#3 is larger and has more green space requiring additional maintenance, three
maintenance staff for #3. Additional temporary, seasonal staff can be hired as needed
and when specific maintenance projects require extra staffing.
In order for progress to be made, the problem of abandoned and neglected tombs
will need to be resolved. There is great opportunity for new revenue, energy, and
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contemporary utilization of the cemeteries if the archdiocese utilizes its right to intervene
with abandoned tombs. This could include seeking to change legislation to lessen the
number of years required to wait for obtaining possession of abandoned tombs.
In answer to the questions posed in this thesis, there are numerous threats to the
future survival of the Saint Louis Cemeteries. For over two centuries, they have barely
survived. In order for them to survive another two centuries, immediate steps must be
taken to ensure their future. A comprehensive plan must be developed that addresses all
of the threats facing the cemeteries and the archdiocese, along with the appropriate
partners, can make it happen. The successful experiences of other historic cemeteries
strongly suggest that if the Saint Louis Cemeteries take similar steps as outlined in this
study, they too will be successful in ensuring their future for generations to come.
Addressing these immediate challenges and stabilizing the cemeteries with a solid
financial and physical foundation will help to ensure that they will be better prepared to
face future potential challenges, such as the effects of climate change and succumbing to
urban development.
The success of the Dead Space Project illustrates that all is not lost for the Saint
Louis Cemeteries. The recommendations proposed by the project and its partners can be
incorporated into a new master plan that will address the issues that impact the future of
the cemeteries. Their mapping and evaluations of Cemetery #1 can be updated to include
current condition analysis, assisting with the prioritization of preservation projects. Using
their guidelines on restoration techniques and the use of appropriate materials, the
historic tombs of the Saint Louis Cemeteries can be once again beautify the cultural
landscape that is New Orleans.
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The Saint Louis Cemeteries are an essential part of what gives New Orleans its
identity. The Saint Louis Cemeteries are some of the final links to a past that has its roots
in a culture found nowhere else in America. It is a culture that has embraced people from
all walks of life. The cemeteries tell the story of New Orleans – a mixture of
Catholicism, jazz, art, politics, and Voodoo. These “Cities of the Dead” could be living
elements of that history. By preserving and protecting the Saint Louis Cemeteries, the
culture that is New Orleans will remain alive for future generations.
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APPENDIX I

Louisiana State Legislature RS 903
§903. Maintenance of cemetery spaces more than fifty years old; sale of repaired
abandoned cemetery spaces
A. Cemetery authorities may renovate and repair but not demolish, at
their own cost and/or in conjunction with any private, state, or federal grant or
fund, cemetery spaces within their cemeteries that are more than fifty years old
and which have deteriorated, when the record owner or his spouse or heirs have
neglected to do such renovation within one year after written notice mailed by
registered or certified mail to the last known address of the last record owner on
the records of the cemetery authority, the posting of notice on each of such
cemetery spaces, and advertising in the official journal of the parish or
municipality notifying the owner thereof that such renovation and repair will be
made, unless the owner thereof objects by written notice to the office of the
cemetery authority before the end of the one year period. Upon failing to receive
any objections, after due notice has been given, the cemetery authority may
proceed with the repairs or renovations with impunity.
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B. Cemetery authorities may require the payment of all documented
repair and/or renovation costs before any such renovated or repaired interment
space may thereafter be used.
C. The repaired space shall revert to the ownership of the cemetery
authority in the case of municipal, religious, and nonprofit cemeteries when the
cemetery authority has been unable to locate, after diligent efforts, any of the
owners or their successors or heirs for a period of three years following the repair
or renovation, and such cemetery authority may take possession of such interment
spaces and sell and convey same subject to rules and regulations as set forth in
R.S. 8:308(A).
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APPENDIX II

Louisiana State Legislature RS 308
§308. Sale of cemetery spaces; abandoned spaces, defined, sale
A. After completing the map or plat, a cemetery authority may sell and
convey interment spaces, subject to such rules and regulations as may be then in
effect or thereafter adopted by the cemetery authority, and subject to such other
limitations, conditions and restrictions as may be inserted in the instrument of
conveyance of such cemetery spaces.
B. In the event that any of the interment spaces in municipal, religious,
and nonprofit cemeteries in the city of New Orleans have been abandoned as
defined in Subsection C of this Section for more than a period of ten years, then a
cemetery authority managing the cemetery in which such space is located, after
advertising in the official journal of the city of New Orleans a notice attesting to
such fact, may take possession of but not demolish such abandoned interment
spaces and sell and convey same subject to rules and regulations as set forth in
Subsection A of this Section.
C. Interment space shall be deemed to have been abandoned (1) after a
cemetery authority shall have been unable after diligent efforts for twenty-five
years to locate any of the owners or their successors or heirs, or, (2) in the event
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such interment space is no longer fit for human burial, there has been no
interment in the preceding twenty-five years and the cemetery authority shall have
been unable, after diligent efforts for one year, to locate any of the owners or their
successors or heirs to provide care, maintenance or repairs for an interment
space. A cemetery authority shall be deemed to have made diligent efforts to
locate the owners or their successors or heirs of an interment space for a specified
period of time if such authority (1) has advertised a notice stating that such
authority proposes to acquire such interment space pursuant to this Section, which
notice shall be advertised (a) in the case of the twenty-five year period provided
herein (i) once a year in each of the first twenty-four years of such period, and (ii)
once a month during the last year of such twenty-five year period, and (b) in the
case of the one year period provided herein, once a month during such one year
period; (2) has posted a notice on the space to the same effect as that specified in
clause (1) of this sentence, once a month during the last year of either of such
periods of time; and (3) has mailed a registered/certified letter to the last known
owners of said interment space which letter shall contain a notice to the same
effect as that specified in clause (1) of this statement; provided, however, that the
requirement of clause (3) of this sentence shall not be applicable to the extent that
the records of the cemetery authority acting pursuant to this Section do not
contain the name and address of any owner of said interment space or (4) be
determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to have exercised diligent efforts
to locate the owners; provided, however, that prior to the initiation of any such
legal action the cemetery authority has conformed with the requirements of the
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one year period of monthly advertisements, postings, and mailings as provided
hereinabove and evidence of such notices has been exhibited to the court.
Acts 1974, No. 417, §1. Amended by Acts 1978, No. 747, §1, eff. July 17, 1978; Acts
2011, 1st Ex. Sess., No. 34, §1.
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